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Walk a
different path
Intrepid isn’t an adjective, it’s an attitude. It’s that
hunger for horizons, a dash of curiosity and the ability to
revel in the little things. Intrepid means treading lightly,
roaming widely, smiling broadly and eating deliciously.
And if that sounds like you, you’re in excellent company.
We run 1000 small group trips in more than 100
countries all over the world. You’ll stay the local way, eat
the local way and have the knowledge of a local leader
on-tap. For 27 years we’ve walked a different path. Now
it’s your turn.

OUR TOP 10 ADVENTURES

1.

Vietnam Express - Northbound

2.

Borneo - Hike, Bike & Kayak

3.

Complete Galapagos

4.

Real Food Adventure Mexico

5.

Zanzibar to Vic Falls

6.

Iran Adventure

7.

The Canal du Midi

8.

Croatia & Slovenia

9.

Southern Comfort USA

10. Thailand Family Holiday

Going to
Sit back, relax and enjoy
the magic of Japan
with JTB’s Fully Escorted Tours.
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Meeting the locals in
Italy or swimming with
turtles in the Galápagos?
Tweet us @flightcentreAU
and share your quirky
stories and super-cool
adventures with us.

explorers & daydreamers
for travellers,
the magazine

We love seeing where
in the world your travels
take you. Simply snap
your pics, share them on
Instagram with the hashtag
#openmyworld and you
could be featured in one
of our upcoming issues.
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NEWS & EVENTS

Chef, restaurateur, author
and TV presenter... Peter
Kuruvita certainly has his
hands full these days.

TRAVEL
DESK
si t back a n d rea d up
on t he latest a n d
g r e at e st ha p p en in gs
fr om across
t he world

Get to know

PETER KURUVITA

the award-winning chef, who
headed up flying fish in sydney
for eight years, talks sri lanka,
aussie cooks and street food
I was born in London, spent my early childhood in
Sri Lanka and moved to Sydney in my teens. I have
fond memories of cooking with my grandmother
in the simple kitchen in our 600-year-old house in
Colombo. Our house was always full of relatives;
we went to the markets every weekend and lived an
ayurvedic life. I’ve always looked up to my parents
because they sacrificed a lot to come to Australia
in 1974. It was a different world, but it was so
good for us kids. My cooking is influenced by my
grandmother and many great Australian chefs, such
as Neil Perry, Greg and Peter Doyle and Tony Bilson.
I have been involved with adventure-tour company
World Expeditions since 2010. It’s been a wonderful
opportunity to share Sri Lanka’s history, food and
flavours with travellers. This year I’m leading two
tours to Sri Lanka and I can’t wait to show my guests
the undiscovered areas of this beautiful country.
My tours go off the beaten path, into villages where
there are no tourists. We catch fish and cook them
over clay pots on the beach and learn the secrets
of traditional recipes from my family and friends.
We also eat real street food, like prawn vadai, pan
rolls, fish cutlets, egg roti, hoppers and kottu roti. My
favourite is egg hoppers; a crispy rice-flour pancake
with an egg set into a soft, crumpet‑like centre.
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D I D YO U K N OW ?

In August Peter
will lead a 15-day
Food & Festivals of
Sri Lanka tour with
World Expeditions.

travel desk
Around
the world

829.8 METRES

A piece created by
Australian artist Michael
Herron on one of World
Expeditions’ art tours.

France covers the
most time zones in
the world.

Dubai is home to the
world’s tallest hotel, the
world’s tallest building,
the world’s biggest
indoor ski slope and
the world’s largest
shopping centre.

A TRIP WITH A DIFFERENCE

Knowledge is power

We always learn new things when we travel, but some tours take that one
step further. Specialty tours, like those related to astronomy, photography and
painting, will have you travelling with experts keen to share their knowledge.
The 2017 total eclipse is already so popular that some of Intrepid’s astronomy
tours have already sold out. There are still spots on its Night Sky and Caravan
Trail tours in Morocco, though, which combine camel riding and stargazing.
Budding photographers can join professionals for photography-themed
adventures in India, China and the Himalayas with World Expeditions.
Meanwhile the paintbrushes are out on World Expeditions’ artist excursions,
where both novices and experienced artists can join an expert in Kakadu
National Park and on the Larapinta Trail to commit their trip to canvas.

Ninety-nine per cent of Libya is desert.

The coins tourists
throw into Rome’s
Trevi Fountain are
collected every night
and donated to charity.

Words: Tatyana Leonov & Amanda Woods. Photos: The Precinct Studios and Peter Kuruvita 2012, iStock.

Kayak along
Jackson Lake,
Wyoming.

CALL OF NATURE

Park life

The US National Park Service turns 100 this year, so Intrepid is celebrating
with the launch of four new tours. The national parks of USA – including
Yellowstone, the world’s oldest national park – are renowned across the world for
their gobsmacking beauty, and there are plenty of ways to explore them, with epic
hikes and infinite photography opportunities and adventures around every corner.
The four new commemorative tours feature cycling through Zion National Park
and Bryce Canyon National Park; hiking and kayaking through Yellowstone
National Park, Grand Teton National Park and on Jackson Lake; sailing to Dry
Tortugas National Park and the remote Marquesas Keys; and hiking through
Sequoia National Park. What are you waiting for? It’s time to explore!

More than 100,000
marriage licences are
issued each year in
Las Vegas.

al
Centr
Park
co
Mona
Monaco is the smallest permanently
inhabited nation in the world. It’s smaller
than New York’s Central Park.

Travel ideas
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Walking on sunshine

from sweeping views to the tiniest flowers, walking tours offer
the chance to slow down and appreciate it all, with new discoveries
every step of the way

01 Camino de Santiago, Spain

For more than 1,000 years, pilgrims
have been walking the Camino, travelling
through woodlands and forests, across
open plains, past vineyards and ancient
cathedrals, all the while soaking in some
of rural Spain’s most beautiful areas.
Intrepid’s 10-day Explore the Camino
Way starts in Bilbao and ends with a visit
to the Old Town and the famous cathedral
in Santiago de Compostela, with plenty
of local tapas and pintxos along the way.

02 Inca Trail, Peru

Considered one of the greatest treks in
the world, the Inca Trail takes hikers
through mountains, subtropical jungle
and lush cloud forest before ending at
the ‘lost city of the Incas’, Machu Picchu.
World Expeditions’ 12-day Classic Inca
Trail includes sightseeing and time to
adjust to the altitude in Cusco, day
walks in the Sacred Valley and a night
in Aguas Calientes, along with hiking
the famous trail itself.

03 Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania

Africa’s highest peak and the tallest
freestanding mountain on earth,
Kilimanjaro calls to those who like a
challenge. On The Go Tours’ eight-day
Mount Kilimanjaro Climb follows the
scenic Rongai route, a quieter walk
starting on the northeastern side of the
mountain. See rainforests, ice fields, caves
and crater rims, and watch the sun rise
over Mawenzi peak before climbing to the
summit at 5,895m for unforgettable views.

Ship shape
Exploring a new part of the world by ship has many advantages beyond the fact
that you only have to unpack once. Here are three great ways to take to the water.
APT’s fleet of small ships set
sail all over the world, from
the Norwegian fjords to
Antarctica’s frozen frontier.
For those who love holidaying
in our own beautiful backyard,
MS Caledonian Sky takes you
around the Kimberley, cruising
from Broome to Darwin, on
a remote 11-day adventure.
You will even get the chance
to hop on a Zodiac.
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River ship

The luxury, 24-passenger
MV Aqua carries guests
to remote rainforests to
see pink dolphins, howler
monkeys, capuchin monkeys
and tamarins in their natural
habitat. Tempo Holidays’
four-day MV Aqua cruise
includes a visit to Pacaya–
Samiria National Reserve,
one of the largest protected
areas in Peru.

Expedition ship

Ice-strengthened hulls allow
polar expedition ships to go
where many others can’t.
Peregrine’s 15-day Scotland
to Spitsbergen voyage takes in
islands and fjords, Scottish and
Viking history, and the beauty
of the Arctic. Look out for
whales and polar bears from
Ocean Nova, a ship originally
designed to navigate the icy
waters of Greenland.

Photos: iStock

Boutique ship

SENSATIONAL

SCANDINAVIA

For over 35 years Bentours has specialised in creating innovative, unique travel
experiences across Scandinavia and the Nordic region. Our team of experts
offer independent and group tours including cruise and coach holidays.
We are passionate about Scandinavia and the incredible trips created by our
destination specialists will guarantee you experience the best this region has to offer.
Our all-time favourite experiences include seeing the Northern Lights, sleeping in
a glass-roofed igloo, dog-sledding adventures, ice-hotel accommodation and cruising
along the spectacular Norwegian coast exploring fjords and spotting polar bears.

Explore, dream and discover Scandinavia with the specialist – Bentours

OUR TOP TRIPS
NORWAY IN A NUTSHELL
4 DAYS FROM $955 PER PERSON
INTRODUCING ICELAND
5 DAYS FROM $1405 PER PERSON
CHRISTMAS IN LAPLAND
5 DAYS FROM $2398 PER PERSON
COASTAL CRUISING
WITH HURTIGRUTEN
6 DAYS FROM $1270 PER PERSON
SEE BENTOURS WEBSITE FOR TERMS & CONDITIONS.

Contact us on 1800 221 712 or res@bentours.com.au | bentours.com.au

#SwissAlps
@jasoncharleshill

#KhaoSokNationalPark
@mattcherub

#Hue
@jewelszee

#Provence
@laurenepbath

#Pamukkale
@melissafindley
#LA
@taramilktea

#Cairns
@helloemilie

GET
SOCIAL
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#openmyworld

Travel is all about sharing
amazing experiences, stories
and journeys. From fields of
lavender in Provence to LA’s
sparkling city lights, here are
some of our favourite photos
captured by you from all around
the world! Share your travel
photos with us on Instagram with
the hashtag #openmyworld and
spread the love of exploration.

Like us, we love you
/flightcentreau

@flightcentreau
@flightcentreau
+flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/company/flight-centre

THE SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
Premium adventures with a genuine focus on local immersion. Handpicked lodgings,
private transport, local guides, and a more relaxed pace – Peregrine is for travellers who
enjoy savouring every step of their journey. With more than 300 different itineraries in over
80 countries around the globe, the world is your oyster when it comes to selecting your
perfect adventure.

HERITAGE CAMBODIA &
VIETNAM - 13 DAYS
• Learn about the history of Angkor Wat
on a full-day guided tour
• Absorb the east-meets-west fusion
of bustling Hanoi, Hoi An and Ho Chi
Minh City
• Dine on fresh seafood with new friends as
you cruise World Heritage-listed Halong Bay

A TOUCH OF CUBA - 8 DAYS
• Learn from your local guide about the
contrasts between country and city life
on a tour of Old Havana

ITALIAN LAKES DISCOVERY
- 8 DAYS
• Cruise Lake Como, stopping off to explore
small lakeside villages

• Marvel at the unique architecture of the
Palacio de Valle in Cienfuegos

• From Moritz to Tirano, take a spectacular
train ride through the Alps

• Get to know the hard-working farmers
behind Cuba’s cigars in rural Vinales

• Spend time in Lake Garda, where
Mediterranean and alpine landscapes meet

To discover
more of the
Kimberley,
go off road.

Some of the Kimberley’s most spectacular sights
like Horizontal Falls, Montgomery Reef and
King George Falls lie along its remote coast.
So the best way to see them is a Small Ship cruise
with APT aboard the MS Caledonian Sky. As well
as modern luxuries, the ship is equipped with a fleet
of Zodiac landing craft. So our expert expedition
teams can show you secret inlets and hidden
natural wonders inaccessible by road.
Kimberley Coast Cruise
11 Days from $11,895* per person
Enquire for SuperDeal Offers

*Conditions apply. Prices are per person (pp) twin share. Prices are correct as at 29 April 2016 but may fluctuate if surcharges, fees or taxes change. Price based on all 2017 departures of GKCS11R (Standard Suite Forward). A deposit of $2,000 pp is due within 7 days of booking. Final payment
is due 100 days prior to departure. Australian Pacific Touring Pty Ltd ABN 44 004 684 619. ATAS accreditation #A10825. APT4213

UNFORGETTABLE

MS Caledonian Sky
As one of only 114-guests, indulge
in an all-inclusive lifestyle including
all shore expeditions.

Expedition Team
Enjoy the services of a ten member
expert expedition team including
naturalists, historians and ecologists.

Horizontal Falls
Experience an exhilarating jet boat
ride due to the tidal phenomenon
of the Kimberley Coast.

T op t e n
Russia’s age-old
Lake Baikal in all her
picture-perfect glory.

t
Top en

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME

JOURNEYS
READY FOR A LIFE-CHANGING HOLIDAY? TRY ONE
OF THESE ENVIABLE AND FAR-FLUNG TRIPS
Words: Ute Junker
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01
TRAIN OF THOUGHT

Take a ride on the
Trans-Siberian Railway

It is one of the world’s great
journeys: riding the rails from the
far shores of Asia into the heart of
Mother Russia. An express trip on
the Trans-Siberian takes a week,
however most travellers choose to
break their journey to go exploring.
The railway passes through some
of the world’s most memorable
landscapes, from the Mongolian
steppes to the Siberian taiga.
One must-visit is the enormous
Lake Baikal, which contains about
one-fifth of the world’s fresh water.
Sundowners Overland offers a
range of itineraries, including the
21-day Trans-Mongolian Discovery.

Photo: Anton Petrus

FOR MORE RAIL ACTION, TRY…

Rovos Rail, Africa
Relive the golden age of rail on
the luxurious Victorian-era Rovos
Rail. Bench International offers a
15-day journey from Cape Town to
Dar es Salaam, including gourmet
meals, game drives and a visit to
spectacular Victoria Falls.
The Silk Road
Like the idea of travelling across
the world by train but not so keen
on organised itineraries? Vodkatrain
ditches the set activities and lets
you do things at your own pace,
but there’s a team member in
each city to help you with the
essentials just in case you need
a hand. The 25-day Silk Road
route takes in the ancient cities
of Tashkent and Samarkand.
Travel ideas
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ECO WARRIOR

Get to the Galápagos

Ice-clad seascapes
abound in Antarctica.

A cluster of 18 islands home to some of
the world’s rarest animal species roaming
freely, the Galápagos archipelago is where
every wildlife lover longs to visit. A trip
here allows you to experience close-up
encounters with the likes of fur seals, sea
lions, marine iguanas, flightless cormorants
and giant tortoises. Watch hawks circle the
skies above, swim with turtles in pristine
waters and get snap happy walking in
Darwin’s footsteps. It doesn’t have to break
the bank either; Geckos’ 10-day Best of
Galápagos tour is an affordable way to
see what all the fuss is about.
FOR MORE ECO ADVENTURES, TRY…

The Amazon
Fishing for piraña and spotting caimán…
yep the Amazon is an eco warrior’s dream
destination. Discover it firsthand on Tucan
Travel’s eight-day Amazon & Incas tour,
which takes you deep into the jungle.
Bhutan
It was as early as 1974 when the tiny,
remote kingdom of Bhutan in the eastern
Himalayas opened up to tourists. Cliff-top
monasteries, temples, scenic hikes and
Bhutanese architecture abound and you
can get a taste for it all with On The Go
Tours’ seven-day Bhutan Breakaway tour.

03

OUT IN THE COLD – AND LOVING EVERY MINUTE

Explore Antarctica

The world’s last great wilderness is like nowhere else on earth; a world of ice
and snow dominated by glaciers and icebergs. A cruise along the Antarctic
Peninsula takes you on a journey to the unexpected, where every day brings a
different experience. You might spend the morning whale-watching or gaping
at a tide of blue icebergs pouring out of a narrow channel in the ice before
venturing ashore to visit a vast penguin colony. Peregrine’s 14-day Crossing
the Circle tour, which takes in the South Shetland Islands, also lets you add
a touch of personal adventure by way of kayaking and ice camping.

Marine iguanas
love posing for
the camera.
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Iceland
Frozen waterfalls, glacier walks, natural ice sculptures and snow-shoeing are
just a few reasons to visit Iceland in winter. You may even spot the Northern
Lights blazing high overhead. Be enticed by Bentours’ six-day Hidden Powers
& Northern Lights itinerary.
Canada
Ever spotted wolf tracks or made your way through waist-deep snow? These
are just some of the unforgettable experiences you could enjoy on World
Expeditions’ seven-day Classic Canadian Winter Adventure, along with the
opportunity to mush your own team of huskies.

Photos: iStock

FOR MORE OF THE BIG FREEZE, TRY…

USA EXPERIENCES

Trans Siberian Railway,
Mongolia, the Silk Road
and the Caucasus
• Fully Escorted Tours
• Independent Journeys
• Experience Tours
• Tailor-Made Journeys
• Private Group Tours

OVERLAND
IFFE
RE NTL
Y

S H A R I NG
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.D

A

• Luxury Train Journeys

Travel ideas
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04
RUN WILD

Spot some tigers

Anyone who remembers reading The
Jungle Book knows India’s forests were
once full of wildlife, including bears,
wolves, elephants, monkeys and, most
thrilling of all, tigers. Man-eating Shere
Khan is one of the book’s most memorable
characters; to catch a glimpse of his
modern-day counterparts, you will have
to head to Ranthambore National Park.
On The Go Tours’ nine-day Shere Khan
itinerary will take you to this lovely patch

Get up close to
these fearsome
mammals in India.
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of wilderness as well as destinations
such as Delhi, Jaipur and Agra.
FOR MORE ANIMAL ACTION, TRY…

Costa Rica
The jungles of Costa Rica are a wildlife
lover’s paradise, where you could spot
everything from playful monkeys, tapirs
and dangerous poison dart frogs to
brightly coloured macaws and toucans.
On Tucan Travel’s nine-day Nature
Trails itinerary, you’ll take in some
of the country’s most verdant forests.
China
If you want to see plenty of panda
bears, there is only one place to go:
Chengdu in China. Insider Journeys’
15-day China Panorama tour takes
in Beijing, Shanghai and Xian’s
Terracotta Warriors, and includes
a visit to the Chengdu Research
Base of Giant Panda Breeding.

BEST OF THE REST
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THE LAND DOWN UNDER

Vino and views...
welcome to the
Douro Valley.

Tour the Red Centre

You have to wonder about the early
explorers who described Australia’s interior
as ‘empty’ – the Red Centre is packed with
things to see! Beyond the unforgettable sight
of Uluru, there are the captivating domes of
Kata Tjuta (The Olgas), dramatic gorges like
Kings Canyon and Ormiston Gorge, ancient
rock-art sites and modern-day Aboriginal
communities to visit. Adventure Tours
Australia’s four-day Red Centre Adventure
includes all these and more.
TO DISCOVER MORE AUSSIE ICONS, TRY…

Eyre Peninsula
Considered one of Australia’s lesser-known
gems, the Eyre Peninsula offers the chance
to spot some of the country’s most iconic
wildlife and sealife. Intrepid’s three-day
Southern Ocean Wildlife Adventure takes in
the best of the region; you can come face to
face with great white sharks; swim with sea
lions; and get back to nature on a bush walk.
Tasmania
There are plenty of spectacular hiking
spots in Tasmania, but World Expeditions’
four-day Bay of Fires Lodge Walk is pretty
hard to beat. Explore secluded coves,
sandy beaches and pristine forests on
this walk to remember.

06

SPANISH SENSATIONS

Become a Latin lover

If you’re prepared to head off Europe’s well-worn tourist trails and explore
the untouched landscapes and Latin cultures of Spain and Portugal,
you will discover soaring mountains, lush valleys and ancient villages
that have remained largely unchanged over the centuries – it’s the next
best thing to time travel! Among the loveliest is Portugal’s Douro Valley,
home to some of the country’s best wineries. U-Tracks’ seven-day Douro
Rambler offers plenty of gentle day walks through pine forests and vinelaced terraces, as well as extras such as boat rides and wine tastings.

Photos: Alamy

FOR MORE LATIN LIFE, TRY…

Be captivated
by Kata Tjuta.

Northern Spain
From alpine peaks to sandy beaches, northern Spain’s diverse charms
offer plenty to explore. Back-Roads Touring’s nine-day Highlights of
Northern Spain takes in everything from the wine region of La Rioja
to the Camino de Santiago pilgrim trail.
Historic Barcelona
The flip side of Barcelona’s big-city buzz is its historic neighbourhoods.
Explore Raval, one of the most atmospheric, with Urban Adventures’
evening Barcelona Tapas Tour.
Travel ideas
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03
CITY LIVING

Discover the buzzing
cities of Scandinavia

02
04

There’s more to Europe’s deep north than pristine
wildernesses – lively bars and restaurants, historic
castles, a thriving design scene… The big question
is, where do you start? Romantic Copenhagen has
bustling Strøget Street and Amalienborg Palace;
Stockholm has the hip Sodermalm neighbourhood
and an amazing archipelago of islands; Helsinki
has the strollable Esplanadi Boulevard and an
amazing collection of Art Nouveau architecture.
Can’t choose just one? Visit them all on Bentours’
16- to 22-day Grand Nordic Coast and Capital tour,
which will also take you north of the Arctic Circle.
FOR A ‘BIG CITY’ FEEL, TRY…

Tokyo, Japan
There’s nowhere quite like Tokyo: a metropolis that
veers from the neon-drenched streets of Shinjuku
to the ancient elegance of The Imperial Palace.
JTB’s Dynamic Tokyo Tour is the ultimate one-day
sampler, taking in a traditional tea ceremony and
visiting Sensō-ji Temple and the top of Tokyo Tower.
Prague, Czech Republic
One of Europe’s most inspiring cities, Prague
combines medieval majesty with an entrancing
21st-century cool. Urban Adventures’ one-day
Prague Discovery tour takes you to see the best of
the city and also makes time for important stuff,
like sampling genuine Czech beer.
Summer crowds
flock to Esplanadi
in Helsinki.

A bonfire on
Huntington
Beach, California,
will keep the
Buddhist monks
party going well
admire the beauty
into the night.
of Angkor Wat.

08

LIFE OF THE PARTY

Celebrate Carnival in Rio

Rio’s five-day Carnival – which sees locals dance all night to samba rhythms –
remains the world’s most joyous celebration. Join in the fun on Tucan Travel’s
15-day Brazilian Coast itinerary, which takes in some of the country’s loveliest
towns (charming Olinda and African-influenced Salvador de Bahia, considered
Brazil’s party capital) and lets you clock up some chill time on the beach.
FOR MORE PARTYING, TRY…

Holi festival in India
Every March, locals chase each other – and strangers – with coloured water
and coloured powders to celebrate Holi. The festival is biggest in North India,
so try Peregrine’s 12-day Spirit of India trip, which takes in the best of the
region, including Delhi, Jaipur and a trip to the Taj Mahal.
Full-moon party in Thailand
Ready to dance the night away by the light of the moon? Then southern
Thailand’s monthly Full Moon Party is for you. Geckos’ nine-day Super
South Thailand itinerary also takes in the area’s beautiful beaches, waterfalls
deep in the jungle and hidden lagoons.
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BEST OF THE REST

09
STEP BACK IN TIME

Admire Cambodia’s
Angkor Wat

Is this the most spectacular sight
within the whole of Southeast
Asia? The mighty Khmer temple of
Angkor Wat, with its carved walls,
towers and moats, has stood for a
thousand years and welcomed both
Hindu and Buddhist worshippers.
But Angkor is just the icing on the
cake: the area around Siem Reap is
home to hundreds of temples, each
one with its own special charms,
from Bayon’s giant carved faces to
the romantic, jungle-smothered Ta
Prohm. Geckos’ 12-day Essential
Cambodia tour spends several days
exploring the area and includes a
village homestay and some beach
time in Sihanoukville.

Ain’t nothing like
sunset vibes in
Rio de Janeiro.

Photos: Corbis, Getty Images

FOR MORE SACRED SIGHTS, TRY…

Bagan, Burma
Talk about astonishing building
booms: 10,000 temples were built
outside the city of Bagan from the
11th to the 13th centuries. Although
most have disappeared, there are still
more than 2,000 temples, the jutting
spires of which offer an unforgettable
sight. On The Go Tours’ eight-day
Essential Burma itinerary includes
visits to Inle Lake and Mandalay.
Kyoto, Japan
The former imperial capital, Kyoto,
is home to some of Japan’s most
remarkable temples, including the
serene Kinkaku-ji, or Golden Pavilion.
See it and more on a one-day Kyoto
package with JTB.

Travel ideas
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T op t e n
Cruise past King
George Falls in
the Kimberley.

10
WATER WORLDS

Discover the Kimberley

Few travellers make it to this remote
northwestern corner of the continent,
where the nearest thing to a city is the
pearling port of Broome. Those who do
come are enchanted by dramatic gorges
and plunging waterfalls, by the sight of
crocodiles sunning themselves on rustcoloured rocks, and by ancient Aboriginal
rock art. APT Touring’s 11-day Kimberley
Coast Cruise, aboard MS Caledonian
Sky, takes in the spectacular Hunter
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River, magnificent Wandjina art at Raft
Point, and rich birdlife of the untouched
Lacepede Islands.
FOR MORE SAILING, TRY…

Cuba
There are many ways to explore the
Caribbean’s most intriguing – and, until
recently, seldom visited – island, but it
is hard to go past a yacht trip. Explore
colonial cities and snorkel coral reefs on
Intrepid’s nine-day Cuba Sailing Adventure.

Egypt
Sailing the Nile remains the best way to
see many of the country’s amazing sights.
On The Go Tours’ 10-day Jewel of the Nile
tour includes four days afloat.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice and
the latest deals on small group journeys. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

USA EXPERIENCES

BENCH INTERNATIONAL, with its collection of holidays to Africa, caters for the

needs of the discerning traveller seeking the ultimate African experience. Bench International sets the
benchmark for African holidays. Our reputation and philosophy of excellence through 47 years of
experience is well founded, offering stylish, unique and utterly memorable bespoke African holidays to
suit each and every one of our customer’s needs, from ‘budget and basic’ to the dramatically luxurious.
As the founder of African Safaris from Australia back in 1969 we have the in-depth knowledge and
experience to ensure that your holiday exceeds every expectation. With offices in Kenya and South
Africa, and long-standing relationships on the ground, you can feel confident that you will be looked
after until you land safely back in Australia.
The friendly service, delectable cuisine, pristine wilderness, exotic wildlife, idyllic beaches and vast
African skies guarantee an African holiday you will never forget!

ay...

’ tod
Why not make ‘One Day

Africa Awaits!

AFRICAN EXPERTS
EST

L E T U S S H O W Y O U W H Y W E S E T T H E B E N C H M A R K F O R A F R I C A S A FA R I S
TAILOR-MADE SAFARIS | HONEYMOONS | LUXURY TRAIN JOURNEYS | SMALL GROUP TOURS | FAMILY SAFARIS | ADVENTURE SAFARIS | SPECIALIST SAFARIS | ESCORTED TOURS
Travel ideas
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MAGNIFICENT

MEDITERRANEAN

GREECE | TURKEY | ITALY | CROATIA | FRANCE | PORTUGAL
For over 30 years the team at Tempo have been destination specialists. Our dedicated experts
create magnificent independent and group travel across the Mediterranean.
Our holidays include rich travel experiences, we travel by coach, cruise, ferry, train and self-drive
adventures. Plus we hand-pick the best value and most unique accommodation from more than
37,000 hotels, homestays and villas in our portfolio.
Tempo has the Mediterranean covered with our local teams on-the-ground guaranteeing you the
best the region has to offer.

Explore, dream and discover the Mediterranean with the specialist – Tempo Holidays

OUR TOP
MEDITERRANEAN TRIPS
SICILIAN CAROUSEL
8 DAYS FROM $1590 PER PERSON
SPAIN, PORTUGAL & MOROCCO
17 DAYS FROM $2501 PER PERSON
CLASSIC GREECE & METEORA
4 DAYS FROM $1713 PER PERSON
SEE TEMPO WEBSITE FOR TERMS & CONDITIONS.

Contact us on 1300 362 844 or res@tempoholidays.com | tempoholidays.com

BRAZIL

Brazil
SECRET

FROM BRIGHT LIGHTS TO STARRY
NIGHTS, DISCOVER THE HIDDEN
GEMS OF NORTHERN BRAZIL
Words: Tatyana Leonov

Get the blues in
pretty caves and
lagoons at Chapada
Diamantina.

Travel ideas
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BRAZIL

CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFT:
Salvador’s historic
centre is awash
with vibrant colour;
getting funky with
some capoeira;
chilled-out Lençóis
is hard to beat.

I’ve always wanted to go to Brazil
– the home of soccer, Carnival and the
Olympics this year. The South American
hotspot is the life of the party. If every
country in the world was invited to the
party, Brazil would be the last one on the
dance floor at 6am.
There’s a lot more to Brazil. Sure, the
revelry is there if you want it, but there
are also magnificent vistas that leave you
gobsmacked, huge showering waterfalls
bouncing over cliffs so tall you can’t see
the top, azure blue waterholes buried
in mysterious caves, rock-strewn hiking
trails that weave their way through
woodlands that Adam and Eve would
be jealous of… and that’s just Chapada
Diamantina National Park, one of the
stops on our two-week exploration of
Northern Brazil with Intrepid.
The tour is designed to take in Brazil’s
best bits, which the rest of the world hasn’t
quite discovered yet. A mix of nature
(Chapada Diamantina National Park
in the state of Bahia and beach nirvana
Jericoacoara in the state of Ceará) and
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The sweat-drenched
performers execute the most
artful dance-and-fight fusion”
charming cities (the tour starts in Rio
de Janeiro and stops in Salvador, Lençóis
and Fortaleza), it’s the perfect Northern
Brazil sampler that demonstrates just
how diverse a holiday here can be.
I meet my fellow travellers in AfroBrazilian Salvador and the first thing
I notice is how colourful the colonial
homes are. In the old centre the zigzagging
cobblestone lanes are lined with brightly
coloured terrace houses – indigo blues,
emerald greens, canary yellows and
candy pinks. There are no pastels here,
but pastels and Brazil don’t really mix.
Trying to memorise each other’s names,
our motley group of eight roam the
picturesque alleyways, stopping frequently
to snap pictures, window shop, and simply
watch life go by. Almost every street leads

to a square with a beautiful old Catholic
church, and come nightfall these squares
turn into gathering places.
We find one that’s a hive of activity
and join the locals watching two fit
men rehearse an energetic capoeira
routine – a captivating experience and
one that’s synonymous with Brazil. The
spectators clap their hands in time with
the drummers, who beat their bongos
harder and faster as the sweat-drenched
performers execute the most artful danceand-fight fusion I’ve ever seen.
The next day (after a six-hour bus
journey) we find ourselves in Lençóis, a
sleepy town with a completely different
vibe. It’s our base for exploring ravishing
Chapada Diamantina National Park and
we easily get into the chilled-out Lençóis

Soaking up the
Ohau views.

oots?
Hiking bYou'll
Check. m...
need 'e

Photos: Getty Images

CLOCKWISE
Chapada Diamantina
National Park is
home to stunning
scenery; snap rustic
rafts in Lagoa do
Paraíso or simply loll
in a hammock, sip a
coconut and embrace
its tranquil waters.

groove, chatting to the locals over beans
and rice, lounging around in hammocks
thoughtfully set up outside our hotel rooms,
and walking a little slower in general.
Our Intrepid guide Pedro has to amp up
the pace on our first bushwalk. Lençóis is
for lingering, but Chapada Diamantina is
for adventures and he wants to show us
as much as he can.
We trek our way through lush grasslands
and wild plains, stop to study iron-rich,
red-tinged rock formations, and float in
dazzling blue lagoons – so blue photos
don’t do them justice. The bluest of
them all is Gruta Azul (Blue Cave).
The waterhole in this half-concealed
grotto transforms into an incredibly blue
brilliance for just one hour each day, when
the afternoon sun hits the magnesium-rich
water at a certain angle. Pedro times our
visit well and we spend the whole hour
here admiring this unique phenomenon.
Although the water is not as stupendously
blue here, Jericoacoara is my trip (and quite
possibly life) highlight. This slice of heaven,
located on the very northern tip of Brazil,

is one of those places you hope will remain
undiscovered for as long as possible.
Over the last few decades it has popped
up on travellers’ radars, and Jeri, as it’s
affectionately known, is no longer a tiny
sleeping fishing village visited by very few.
That said, it hasn’t undergone
extreme change and that’s a big part of
the attraction. The only way to reach
Jericoacoara from any other land point
is through the sand dunes in a 4WD;
the roads are still made of sand tracks,
and streetlights still don’t exist. But you
can get Wi-Fi on your phone, eat pretty
much whatever you want (I probably
overdid the acai bowls, convincing myself
triple breakfasts are okay because acai
is good for you), windsurf ( Jeri is a mecca
for windsports) or simply enjoy doing
absolutely nothing at all.
Pedro raves that Lagoa do Paraíso
(Paradise Lagoon) is the place for a dose
of blissful nothing. The lagoon is a large
freshwater lake where – wait for it – you
can lounge in a hammock that’s partially
submerged in the calm water.

Pedro and our crew hop back in the
4WD and in just 20 minutes we are
transported to paradise. We sprawl
ourselves out in the hammocks, sip
fresh coconut juice straight out of the
coconut, and do nothing for a long time.
Life has never felt so good.
We eventually pull ourselves away to get
to Por do Sol (Sunset Dune) back in Jeri in
time for sunset – we’ve been told it’s epic.
It is! An escalating series of pinks, yellows
and oranges take over the sky; horse-riders
gallop along the beach; the rolling waves
and chalky sand merge in the distance.
I want to tell the world about this faraway
paradise… but I also really don’t want to tell
the world and share this secret. Either way,
I’m already planning to come back and
I hope that Jeri stays exactly the same.

Find the tour that fits

Geckos, Tucan Travel and On The Go Tours
are just a few of the other companies offering
small-group journeys to Brazil. Get shopping!

Travel ideas
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Be amazed by
one of England’s
best-preserved
landmarks,
Hadrian’s Wall.
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UNITED KINGDOM

LITTLE BRITAIN
BEATLEMANIA, PIMM’S BY THE FIREPLACE, QUINTESSENTIAL
COUNTRYSIDE… HUMBLE NORTHERN ENGLAND OFFERS
A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS FOR ALL TYPES OF TRAVELLERS

Photo: Getty Images

Words: Stacey Wagner
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When you think northern England
you think quaint cottages, cosy pubs,
some of the kindest hospitality you’ll ever
experience – and yes, those moody grey
skies. Hip Manchester with its vintage
shops and cool cafes contrasts against
the rolling mountains, peaceful vibes
and fresh air of the Lake District National
Park. Then those heavy-set accents and
mad football fever take over in Liverpool.
No matter where you are, there are
traditional cream teas to be had, humble
locals to meet, age-old sites to photograph
and many eclectic museums to visit.
On a self-drive tour of the region
with Tempo Holidays, travel consultant
Stacey Wagner, from Flight Centre North
Essendon in Victoria, experienced all
this and more. Visiting regions and cities
including the Lake District, Manchester
and Liverpool, the tour uncovered the very
best bits of northern England. One month
after her return home, we caught up with
Stacey to get the inside scoop on her trip.

LAKE
DISTRICT
NATIONAL
PARK

FINDING
YOUR
WAY
NEWCASTLE

See a
glowworm
galaxy!

WINDERMERE

MANCHESTER
LIVERPOOL
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Tell us about the sensory experience
of a visit to Hadrian’s Wall.
Hadrian’s Wall was an incredible display
of what the Romans were able to achieve.
We visited Vindolanda, a Roman frontier
fort and settlement, at a point along the
wall. The ruins are constantly being
excavated and it was amazing to see how
well they have preserved the history for
everyone to enjoy. It was very emotive
wandering among the ruins, with the
rolling hills in the background and the
sun shining above, picturing the lives
of those who lived here 2,000 years ago.

What was your favourite part of
the Lake District? Why?

My favourite part, aside from staying at the
spectacular and historic Lakeside Hotel
& Spa, was taking the ferry across the
lake on a perfect sunny afternoon to the
lakeside town of Bowness-on-Windermere.
Here we enjoyed wandering around the
winding cobbled streets before taking the
half-hour cruise back to the hotel for a
classic English Pimm’s by the fireplace.
The following day, we drove through the
heart of the Lake District with amazing
views across the hills and lakes.

How did you find Liverpool?

Liverpool was thriving with history, culture
and beautiful architecture. I loved spending
the afternoon exploring Albert Dock, part
of a UNESCO World Heritage site. Aside
from seeing the old docks from which the
city grew, there were several free museums
to explore, particularly the International
Slavery Museum and the Titanic exhibition
at the Merseyside Maritime Museum.

Why would a visit to Liverpool
be great for a fan of The Beatles?

Liverpool is the perfect destination for
those who have been hit with Beatlemania.
We took a Magical Mystery Tour seeing
the houses and neighbourhoods where
‘the fab four’ grew up, as well as the places
that inspired some of their hit songs, such
as ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ and ‘Penny
Lane’. Any Beatles fan will love a visit to
the Cavern Club, the very site where
The Beatles rose to star-studded fame
and played almost 300 times over the
years. If you are lucky enough to visit on
a Friday or a Saturday night be sure to
book a ticket to the resident band, The
Cavern Club Beatles, to dance and sing
along to all your favourite Beatles hits.

UNITED KINGDOM

See the Red
Devils in their
habitat!

What was your most surprising
moment in Manchester?

Visiting the Old Trafford Stadium, home
to Manchester United Football Club.
To see the ground in all its glory, as
well as going behind the scenes to
see the change rooms, was a treat for
even a football novice such as myself.

What was your foodie highlight
on the tour?

Photos: Getty Images, iStock

Blackfriars Restaurant in Newcastle is
located in a 13th-century friary, offering a
unique and memorable dining experience.
The building teems with history and stories,
which the wait staff are only too happy to
share. The setting is enchanting and the
produce is all locally sourced with wine to
match. We enjoyed Northumbrian rib-eye
steak, North Sea fish and poached Scottish
salmon, all paired with classic English
sides. It was simple, fresh and delicious.

Where was the best place you
stayed? Why?

The Lakeside Hotel & Spa. After driving
through winding country lanes we arrived
at the hotel, set right on Lake Windermere
in the Lake District. We enjoyed tea and

cake with the owners of the hotel on
arrival. Sitting in the sunny conservatory
with views across the lake, our waiter
had a distinct likeness to Thomas Barrow
from Downton Abbey. The rooms were all
decorated with a country feel, with views
over the lovely gardens or lake. The day
spa offered many tempting treatments but
we settled on a spa and sauna after a busy
day exploring the Lake District.

How did your Tempo Holidays’ tour
differ from others you’ve been on?

The biggest difference was the quality,
character and charm of the hotels we
stayed in. They allowed us to really feel
as if we were in England. Our local guides
knew the areas inside and out and never
got tired of my thousands of questions.

What age group would best benefit
from a tour like this?

This tour would suit any age group really
as it can be tailored to meet your interests.
So no matter what you fancy, whether it’s
the amazing architecture of Manchester,
music of Liverpool or the grand castles and
spectacular scenery of northern England,
you’re bound to love it.

C L O C KW I S E F R O M TO P L E F T

Stacey Wagner; boats moored on Lake
Windermere; Old Trafford Stadium,
Manchester; the entrance to Strawberry
Field, which inspired a popular Beatles
song; a dish at Blackfriars Restaurant;
The Cavern Club, Liverpool; Albert
Dock, Liverpool.

Want more?

Many of Tempo Holidays’ independent tours
can be customised to suit your needs. Visit
your local Flight Centre for more advice. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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C U LT U R A L E N C O U N T E R S

Photo
portfolio

True spirit

SIDESTEP THE WELL-TRODDEN PATH IN FAVOUR OF CULTURALLY
RICH DESTINATIONS TEEMING WITH A WHOLE LOT OF HEART
Words: Kristy Barratt

Photo: Getty Images

Burma (Myanmar)

A land of divine Buddhist
temples adorned with gold leaf; smiley,
spiritual locals; and age-old cities home
to awe-inspiring monasteries, Burma
is like nothing else. Daily sightings of
young, effervescent monks and devoted
locals making offerings and prayers will
truly warm your soul. Getting among the
culture is why you visit: On The Go’s Best
of Burma 12-day tour takes you to local
factories producing bamboo hats in the
Palaung Hills and handicraft workshops
in Mandalay to see gold leaf beating.
Travel ideas
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C U LT U R A L E N C O U N T E R S

Chiang Mai

Chilled-out Chiang Mai is all
about lush, verdant green jungles, remote
hilltop towns where friendly villagers make
you feel at home, cascading waterfalls and
picture-perfect rice paddy fields. It feels
worlds away from the hustle and bustle
of Bangkok, and is still so untouched in
many ways. Intrepid’s five-day Hilltribe
Experience offers the perfect introduction
into this slice of paradise. After a day
checking out the city itself, you’ll head into
the hills to hike through jungle, meet the
locals and sleep in bamboo huts. How cool.

Sahara Desert

Photos: Getty Images, iStock

One step, two step... while it
can be a bumpy ride, being transported
by camel amid sandy, dusty desert deep
into the Sahara is one of those must-do
experiences. Every jagged step leads you
a little closer to your final destination – a
traditional camp run by local Berber people.
Here, you’ll watch the sun sink behind the
dunes turning the sky a crimson pink, feast
on tagines and sleep under a silvery star-lit
night sky. Tucan Travel’s eight-day Morocco
& Sahara tour will take you there.
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Taj Mahal

Her symmetry is so
mesmerising, it’s no wonder the
Taj Mahal is one of the world’s
most photographed structures.
From dawn to dusk she glows,
as visitors come from far and
wide to see her white marble
inlaid with semi-precious stones.
On Insider Journeys’ seven-day
Taste of India tour, you’ll attend
a workshop in Agra to learn the
art of marble inlay and see the
Taj in all her glory at dawn.

The Great Wall

Standing proud and
measuring more than 21,000km
long, the Great Wall of China
– with its winding pathways,
fortresses and beacon towers –
is shrouded in history, evocative
stories and cultural significance.
The best way to experience
its imposing beauty is on a
small group journey, such as
Geckos’ 12-day Essential China
tour, where you’ll also see the
Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an.
Travel ideas
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C U LT U R A L A D V E N T U R E S

Great Himalaya Trail

If you love your culture with a
generous topping of action, hiking the
Great Himalaya Trail in Nepal is your
calling. The network of trails forms one
of the world’s longest treks at 4,500km.
World Expeditions is the go-to for small
group journeys; their 25-day GHT Upper
Dolpo Traverse tour winds its way along
the sixth stage of the trail where you’ll
meet Tibetan nomads en route.

It doesn’t get more offbeat than
Mongolia, a place where young nomadic
herders trek with camels through the Gobi
Desert, while sightseers come to loll in hot
springs, visit provincial towns and discover
more about the country’s primary religion,
Tibetan Buddhism. Peregrine’s 11-day
Mongolia Experience touches on the very
best bits – you’ll even get to practise the art
of Mongolian archery under the watchful
guidance of local experts.
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Gobi Desert

C U LT U R A L E N C O U N T E R S

Kenyan tribes

Cloaked in colourful
garments, adorned with
intricate beads and laden with
decorative head-dresses, the
Samburu people of northern
Kenya are a photographer’s
dream. The tribe is related to,
but distinct from, the Maasai
and live in the Rift Valley
province. Intrepid’s 15-day
Masai Heartlands tour takes
you deep into their ancient
homeland. You’ll want your
camera at the ready.

Laos hotspot

A hotbed of culture in
all forms (from vibrant Luang
Prabang, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, to super serene
Vang Vieng set on the Nam
Song River), the sound of its
very name, ‘Laos’, resonates
with tranquillity. Insider
Journeys’ offers a 13-day Inside
Laos tour, which will take you
from northern Chiang Rai in
Thailand to the chilled-out Laos
capital of Vientiane. A highlight
will surely be partaking in a
traditional Laos ceremony in
a local’s home.

Travel ideas
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Take it slow
WHEN THE CUISINE IS THIS GOOD,
YOU WON’T WANT TO RUSH IT

Culinary tourism is on the rise, and
everyone wants in. Typically a delightful
fusion of sightseeing, eating and drinking,
food tours offer incredible insight into the
inner workings of a country. After all, you
can learn a lot about a culture by studying
its people’s culinary practices.
Back-Roads Touring’s Slow Food Tour
of Puglia – taking in six days of fabulous
food, amazing accommodation and superb
stops – is one of the best epicurean
journeys to be found. It embraces the
notion of slow food, which was born in
Italy in the 1980s. In 1986 the movement
gained quite a bit of attention after it was
publicised that Italy’s first McDonald’s
would be built across from the Spanish
Steps; journalist Carlo Petrini, along
with a group of like-minded protesters,
gathered at the steps and shared a meal
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of penne while chanting, “We don’t
want fast food – we want slow food.”
Fast-forward to today and slow food
is a mass ideology representing a global
movement uniting millions of people
across more than 160 countries.
The simple concept came naturally
to our ancestors: food should be grown,
produced and prepared ethically; food
should be seasonal, organic and free of
pesticides, and, of course, food should be
enjoyed. A large portion of sustainably
created slow foods can be found in Puglia,
a region flanked by two azure seas and
often referred to as the heel of Italy’s boot.
In Puglia, the days are sundrenched,
the climate is temperate and the soil
is fertile. Here are three culinary
reasons why you need to book a
foodie tour of the region.

Photos: Getty Images, Stefano Scato

Words: Tatyana Leonov

C L O C KW I S E
FROM OPPOSITE

The rugged coastline
of Polignano a Mare is a
photographer’s dream.
Trulli houses in the
quaint Italian town of
Alberobello.
A girl snacks on vinepicked grapes bursting
with flavour from one of
many vineyards.
Beautifully presented
burrata makes its way
to almost every table.
Castel di Salve
vineyards are dotted
around Puglia in three
locations with different
micro-climates.
Local women
handcraft orecchiette
in a Bari laneway.
Orecchiette tastes
better when it’s been left
to dry for a few days.
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If you haven’t tried burrata, you haven’t
lived. And its origin? Puglia, of course.
Essentially burrata is made of velvety
curds enclosed in a stretchy mozzarella
ball that’s shaped like a moneybag; when
popped, the creamy curds spill out of the
firm mozzarella casing.
On the Back-Roads Touring expedition,
guests are lucky enough to sample
burrata several times, but the highlight
is visiting Caseificio Olanda, a cheese
factory located in the pretty agricultural
town of Andria.
Managed by the Olanda family since
1988, the factory is legendary for its
superior cheeses, and the Olanda
brothers are very well respected for
their traditional cheesemaking methods.
They make cheese exactly the way their
father taught them, and his father taught
him, and his father taught him… you get
the gist. It’s thanks to this deep-rooted
approach that the cheeses are so good.
Upon arrival, guests are treated to a
tour of the property before a decadent
cheese-centric lunch, then it’s time for
the burrata-making demonstration.
The brothers knead the buffalo curd
swiftly, immersing the mixture and their
bare hands in hot water to uniformly
dispense the heat. Then they do it again
and again, softening and stretching the
cheese to form a malleable curd. The
trickiest bit is filling the thin, pliable
patch of mozzarella with the creamy

2. Orecchiette

Orecchiette can be easily identified,
as it looks like little ears. Traditionally
handcrafted out of durum-wheat semolina
flour, it’s Puglia’s go-to pasta, and you’d be
hard-pressed not to find it on every menu.
Nowadays the pasta is still typically
crafted by hand; it’s not uncommon
to see local women skilfully shaping
orecchiette in their courtyards or even
together in the streets.
The pasta is for all sorts of sauces,
the hollow shapes serving as tiny bowls
(tomato and ricotta sauce and broccoli
rabe are both popular options in Puglia).
The Back-Roads Touring experience
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stracciatella cheese (fresh cream and
tiny shreds of mozzarella prepared
separately) and binding the top in a knot.
It’s traditionally served as an antipasti
with fresh tomatoes, aromatic basil and
olive oil, and once you’ve tasted it there’s
no going back.
NEED TO KNOW

Burrata means ‘buttery’, but there is
no actual butter in the cheese; the term
refers to the creaminess of the centre.
Interestingly, burrata was created
to minimise curd waste. Cheesemakers
didn’t want to discard unused curd, so
they created the cheese to make use of
any leftover scraps.
Cheesemakers in Puglia create
shapes with mozzarella. At Christmas
time they even make Christmas-themed
shapes and present the cheesy gifts
to each other.

involves plenty of opportunities to sample
this local dish, as well as the chance
to learn from a master; Rosa Lella
manages Masseria Ferri, a charming
farmhouse located close to the beautifully
whitewashed city of Ostuni. Visitors
come to eat her delicious food, to holiday
in the trulli guesthouses, and to learn
how to cook authentic Italian fare.
The cooking lesson is hands-on. First
Rosa demonstrates how to shape the
pasta, then everyone else attempts to
make it, usually resulting in plenty of
odd-shaped pasta bits and laughter.
Fortunately the orecchiette served at
lunch is prepared by Rosa’s expert cooks

and served crowned with a big dollop of
tomato and ricotta sauce. There’s also
velvety burrata, juicy pork-mince rissoles,
tangy tapenade enfolded in mozzarella
and limitless wine on the table – all
enjoyed slowly, of course.
NEED TO KNOW

Orecchiette was once known as
peasant food in Puglia.
Locals also use orecchiette pasta in
soup. They cook the pasta with potatoes
and water and garnish the concoction
with garlic, chilli and olive oil.
Although orecchiette can be eaten
fresh, most Italians agree it tastes best
after a few days of desiccation.

Photos: Caseificio Olanda, Stocksy

1. Burrata

FOOD SAFARI

The trickiest
bit is filling
the thin, pliable
patch of mozzarella
with the creamy
stracciatella cheese”
It’s the whole
experience
that counts

3. Wine

C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP

In Italy, eating
is a social event;
vineyards are
aplenty in
Puglia; bowls
of orecchiette;
fresh burrata
with pickled
mushroom,
rocket, blueberries
and fig vinegar;
burrata being
made from scratch.

Not so long ago, Puglia was mainly
known for its good-value rustic reds,
but today there really is something for
all palates, and the emergent scene is
attracting wine connoisseurs from all
corners of the world. As with slow food,
slow wine must be produced ethically,
cleanly and fairly.
Puglia’s warm climate is ideal for
growing indigenous grapes; popular
varieties include nero di troia, primitivo,
negroamaro, montepulciano and malvasia
nera. The Back-Roads Touring itinerary
includes sojourns at a few wineries, where
guests are able to sample local drops.
I Pastini, located just outside
Locorotondo, is a small plot managed by
the young and passionate Lino Carapelli.
It’s a picturesque area – long rows of
lush green vineyards frame a traditional
trulli farmhouse, which is where tastings
take place. It produces a few reds, quite
a few whites and a rosé. And although a
formal tasting does take place, the mood
is relaxed, and Lino and his mother (or
whoever is around at the time) take their
time chatting with visitors.
On the other end of the scale, Castel
di Salve is a much larger wine producer,
and a visit here offers a completely
different experience. Best friends since
they were youngsters, Francesco Marra
and Francesco Winspeare fantasised

about making wine together – and in
1990 they made that dream come true.
Today the charismatic duo manage a
number of vineyards, working onsite
most days and closely following the
cultivation process.
Like everywhere in Puglia, the whole
experience is seductively slow. Wines,
nibbles, laughs and questions – there’s
never any rush.
N E E D TO K N OW

The flagship red grape of Puglia is
primitivo. Primitivo wines are generally
quite heavy and full-bodied, and are
usually served alongside food.
Wine produced in Puglia has been
improving for a number of years and is
now gaining worldwide recognition.
Reds produced in Puglia generally
have quite a high alcohol content, a result
of ripening early under the powerful
Puglia sun.

Searching for a different tour?

Peregrine and Intrepid both run intimate
small-group journeys to Italy, too. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Travel ideas

Sure, food is the main
meal, but Back-Roads
Touring’s Slow Food
Tour of Puglia also
includes a number
of spectacular
non-foodie stops.
The UNESCO
World Heritage–listed
Castel del Monte,
one of southern Italy’s
best-preserved castles.
The historical trulli
homes of Alberobello,
made out of limestone
and featuring distinctive
conical roofs.
Matera, the most
intact example of a
troglodyte settlement
in the Mediterranean
region. Located just
outside of Puglia in the
region of Basilicata, it
is home to hundreds
of sassi (stone houses
carved out of the cliffs
and caves).
Grotte di
Castellana (also
referred to as the
Castellana Caves)
was discovered in
1938, but it is thought
to have begun to form
90 million years ago.
The underground
ether of stalactite and
stalagmite formations
is exquisite.
Puglia is home to
more than 800km of
coastline. Picturesque
seaside-town stops
include Otranto,
Polignano a Mare
and Gallipoli.
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Beauty
Blooming

WHY CHERRY BLOSSOM
SEASON WILL AWAKEN
YOUR SENSES LIKE YOU
NEVER IMAGINED
Words: Kris Madden
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After the last snows of winter have
melted, spring heralds the start of the
famous cherry blossom (sakura) season in
Japan. Trees paint the country a glorious
pink, beginning with Okinawa in the far
south in February, through to northern
Hokkaido in May. The season in Tokyo
is short-lived, with the first blossoms
appearing in the last days of March,
before erupting into full bloom in the first
week of April. Luckily, my magical 13-day
Discover Japan tour with JTB starts in the
capital city at just the right time.
Tokyo is famous the world over as a
hyper-modern metropolis, but it also has
a wealth of green spaces, where people
take time out from the hustle and bustle.
We wander around Shinjuku Gyoen, one
of Tokyo’s largest parks, and enjoy the
expanse of cherry trees. The sprawling
park is home to more than 1,000 earlyand late-blooming varieties, meaning
the sakura season here lasts longer than
anywhere else in the city.

Photos: Getty Images

J A PA N

FROM LEFT
Mt Fuji provides a
bold backdrop to the
pretty cherry blossoms
that bloom in spring; a
geisha girl nods towards
Japan’s rich culture.

Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Osaka Castle
will always
be a popular
sightseeing spot.
Philosopher’s
Walk in Kyoto in
the springtime.
Paper lanterns
lining the streets
add to the festivity.
Chidorigafuchi
moat, connected
to the Imperial
Palace, welcomes
all forms of active
life during cherry
blossom season.
Mt Yoshinoyama
comes alive with
fresh colour in
the springtime.
Viewing cherry
blossoms is a
national pastime.
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J A PA N

Across the city, in the gardens of
Happo-en, we participate in a traditional
tea ceremony in an historic teahouse
surrounded by a blanket of colourful
blooms. From here we cruise down the
Sumida River as groups of families and
workers enjoy cherry blossom-viewing
parties called ‘hanami’ along its banks.
Come dusk, lanterns are hung in the trees,
turning the canopy a glowing pink.
I quickly learn not all cherry trees are
alike. There are more than 100 varieties
in Japan, most of which produce light pink
to white blossoms, but some have dark
pink, yellow or even green blossoms, and
the colour may change while they are
in bloom. One site can look completely
different from another, making cherry
blossom viewing all the more thrilling.
Now that we’ve viewed the blossoms,
it’s time to taste them. Along Nakamise
Shopping Street, leading to the impressive
Sensō-ji Temple, cheery vendors hawk
typical Japanese souvenirs, such as
yukata (cotton summer kimonos), folding
fans and various traditional local snacks.
At this time of year, almost all products
seem to embrace sakura, with blossomflavoured snacks and drinks, including
sakura chocolate, ice-cream, beer and
McDonald’s fries on offer. Starbucks even
makes a sakura-strawberry-flavoured latte!

as everyone jostles to get the best photos
of the mountain’s perfect cone before she
disappears again behind her misty veil.
Between the shops, a red torii gate leads
to the Shinto Komitake Shrine, where I
light a stick of incense to pay my respects
to the mountain spirits.
After getting up close and personal with
Fuji, we board the shinkansen (bullet train)
for Takayama. The old town has been
beautifully preserved with many wooden
houses and sake breweries dating back
to the Edo period (1603–1868). It’s still
snowing, so it’s the perfect time to warm
up in the traditional onsen (hot spring bath)
before dinner.
It’s then on and up to the spectacular
Kenroku-en in Kanazawa, touted as one of
Japan’s three most beautiful gardens and
widely considered to be the best of the
three. Kenroku-en has about 20 different
varieties of cherry tree, and when they
bloom the whole garden is illuminated,
creating a stunning effect.
Our sakura tour doesn’t stop there.
Nearly every Japanese castle is surrounded
by cherry trees, and more than 4,000 are
planted on the grounds of Osaka Castle,
the delicate blooms forming a breathtaking
expanse of pink. The top of the castle
offers pretty views across the city and of
the cherry trees blooming along the river.

Photos: Alamy, Corbis, Getty Images

Come dusk, lanterns are
hung in the trees, turning the
canopy a glowing pink”
The taste is hard to describe. The sweet
treats taste like a cherry-plum-strawberry
combo, while the blossoms, which are
preserved in salt, can taste quite tangy
when used in tea.
Next, we head over to Mt Fuji. “Fujisan is very shy,” says our guide as we
make our way to the country’s tallest
peak, about an hour out of Tokyo. She’s
referring to the fact that Japan’s national
icon is often obscured by low cloud or
haze. But today, for an hour or so, we see
her in all her majestic glory. We drive up
to the fifth station of the mountain, which
at 2,300m has commanding views of the
Fuji Five Lakes below. It’s rather crowded,

My journey comes to an end in the
beautiful ancient heart of the country.
Wandering the Philosopher’s Walk in
the former imperial city of Kyoto, lined
all the way with stunning cherry trees, I
take a moment to contemplate the beauty
reflected in the still waters. Many Japanese
people believe the blooming of the trees
symbolises the transience of life, an annual
reminder that time is precious.
If, during your time in Japan, you’re
lucky enough to witness one of Mother
Nature’s most exquisite performances by
catching even a glimpse of these flowering
splendours, your adventure will be fondly
remembered for years to come.

Seasonal
bites
While spring is the most
popular time to visit
Japan, the country has
something special to offer
across the whole year.

Autumn
Japan’s colourful autumn foliage
draws almost as many visitors as
the cherry blossoms do in spring.
As the weather cools in October
and November, the landscape
transforms into a dramatic palette
of reds, oranges, yellows and
greens as leaves change colour.
Lively autumn festivals are held
throughout the country, and
delicious seasonal menus feature
salt-grilled sanma (mackerel pike
fish), matsutake mushrooms,
sweet potatoes, winter squash,
chestnuts and ginkgo nuts.

Winter
The snows of winter are
eagerly awaited by skiers and
snowboarders, who fill popular
resorts such as Hakuba in
Nagano, where the 1998 Winter
Olympics were held. The Sapporo
Snow Festival in Hokkaido every
February attracts thousands of
visitors from both Japan and
overseas, while Mt Fuji can be
seen at its majestic best in the
clear air of winter.

Summer
It’s the season of fireworks in
Japan come the warmer months.
Almost every night, communities
across the country stage lively
firework displays and light up the
night skies. Summer culminates
with large-scale festivals (matsuri),
with traditional folk-dancing
and free-flowing beer and sake.
Kyoto’s famous Gion Matsuri runs
for the whole month of July.

Do Japan your way

Intrepid, Insider Journeys and World
Expeditions are just some of the companies
you can travel with. For more information,
go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600.

Travel ideas
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WILDERNESS ADVENTURE

Choose
Adventure

Photos: ImageBrief

YOUR OWN

The Kimberley coast is loved for its
remote, natural encounters – and no
experience says ‘far-flung’ more than
a cruise aboard MS Caledonian Sky
to King George Falls.

Travel ideas
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WILDERNESS ADVENTURE

Ageless
beauty
There aren’t many places in Australia
where you can experience a spiritual
communion with extreme antiquity.
The Kimberley coast is one.
I’m on an APT small-group expedition
cruise aboard MS Caledonian Sky, sailing
from Broome to Darwin. Unless you have
a helicopter or the fortitude of an early
explorer, cruising is about the only way to
get around this wonder-filled wilderness.
It’s an unfolding palette of conflicting
colours; the cyan ocean contrasts the
immense red sandstone cliffs formed
when the landscape exploded almost
two billion years ago, twisting the rock
into bizarre geological formations.
I’m balancing on the bow of a Zodiac,
cradling a camera, and surrounded by
thousands of seabirds rioting on a sandy
archipelago known as the Lacepede
Islands, one of the world’s largest nesting
sites for brown boobies. I photograph
booby chicks nuzzling their nesting parents
and sundry seabirds wheeling above,
screeching a cacophony at the intruders
interrupting their seclusion.
In Talbot Bay, Zodiacs whisk us to where
the greatest tidal range in the Southern
Hemisphere rushes through two narrow
gorges creating a phenomenon known
as the Horizontal Waterfalls. Swimming
in rock pools too elevated for crocodiles,
sinking sundowners on a secluded beach
floodlit by an Indian Ocean sunset, and
showering in a Zodiac under the 80m-tall
King George Falls is all part of the fun.
At Raft Point and on Wandjina Island and
Bigge Island, I join the fortunate few who
have witnessed some of the world’s greatest
galleries of ancient Indigenous rock art,
some believed to be up to 20,000 years old.
It’s an evocative moment I later contemplate
in the company of fellow passengers with
a convivial sundowner in MS Caledonian
Sky’s air-conditioned bar.
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Feel alive under
the spray of King
George Falls.

Photo: Getty Images

Words: David May

G’day from AT A !
our tours are for those looking to develop a true-blue understanding of Australia’s inner workings – and have a
wow of a time while at it. Take one comfy 4WD or minibus, a knowledgeable guide, 15 fellow adventurers and you’re
all set for the Outback. The whole outfit is much more road trip than it is your standard charter bus tour and
includes some amazing, unique cultural experiences.

3 DAY S

5 DAY S

10 DAY S

Uluru Adventure

Top End Adventure

Perth to Broome Overland

From Alice Springs to Uluru, Kata Tjuta,
Kings Canyon and back to Alice Springs.

From Darwin to Kakadu to Katherine to Nitmiluk
National Park to Litchfield back to Darwin.

Visit a working camel farm.

Receive a Cul Cul or unique ‘Welcome to
Country’.

Perth to Kalbarrie, Shark Bay, Monkey Mia, Coral
Bay, Yardie Creek, Exmouth, Karijini National
Park, Pardoo Station, Eighty Mile Beach, Broome.

Relax at our 1000 Star Dinner.

Get close to ‘salties’ on a billabong cruise.

6 DAY S

6 DAY S

Snorkel the Ningaloo Reef.
Check out the Pinnacle Desert.

10 DAY S

Eyre Peninsula Overland

Taste of Tasmania

Journey Into Olkola Country

Adelaide to Flinders Ranges National Park,
Coodlie Park, Baird Bay, Mikkira Station,
Port Lincoln, Adelaide.

Hobart to the Central Plateau, Lake St Claire,
Cradle Mountain, Bay of Fires to Hobart.

Cairns to Olkola Country to Cairns.

Swim with sea lions at Baird Bay.
Enjoy a walk in Lincoln National Park.

The Tarkine is an untouched network of rivers
and rainforests.
Enjoy the scenic coastal drive from St Helen’s
to Bicheno.

Hear the story of how the Olkola People,
traditional owners of more than 1 billion
biodiverse hectares in the Cape York
Peninsula had their land returned to them.

C HI LODOESREN YE O
W
S SU R
A DWVIELN
D TE U
RN
R EE S S A D V E N T U R E

On the rocky, windswept shores
of northern Canada’s Hudson Bay, the
tiny town of Churchill sits isolated and
quiet, devoid of the flashy luxuries and
man-made attractions found in Canada’s
capital cities. You need to search hard
on a map to find the small town, but what
it lacks in size it makes up for in unique
wildlife experiences.
For many, myself included, the main
attraction in Churchill is the polar bears.
This is a migration point, and during
the summer months the males practise
a walking hibernation and rarely feed,
while the females give birth in dens
or wander the land with their young.

Words: Jason Dutton-Smith

My tour with The Tundra Buggy
Adventure starts at the fringe of the
national park area. Driver Jimbo proves
to be an expert in driving the rocky and
rugged tundra, expertly manoeuvring
the purpose-built all-terrain vehicle. It
was reasonably comfortable with padded
bench seats, a bathroom and an outdoor
viewing deck with oversized windows
that open up to the outdoors.
The many brochures I perused
showed giant polar bears, many of which
can reach sizes in excess of 1,200kg,
stretching up against tour buggies and
pressing their giant paws against the
windows, staring at the inhabitants

inside. While we’re not lucky enough
for this to happen on our day trip, we
do locate a mother and two cubs, and a
large male exploring low-tide offerings
nearby. We watch in hushed silence.
From the confines of our buggy, these
wild creatures seem cute and cuddly, but
we have to remind ourselves just how
unpredictable and violent they can be.
For this reason, walking around
Churchill is always done with great care
and never alone. We pause for lunch on
board to compare photos and excitedly
chat about our wildlife sightings. We had
experienced what many make the long
trip to Churchill for: the polar bear.

In Canada, the dream
of coming face-to-face
with a giant polar bear
becomes reality.
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Arctic wonders

EPIC ASIA
ADVENTURES
FOR 18 TO 30-SOMETHINGS
If your ideal getaway involves jungle lodges, slurping up a pho or drinking
cocktails out of pineapples on deserted beaches, then hop on over to Asia, stat.
Whether you wanna get your Indiana Jones on at ancient Angkor Wat, climb the epic Mount Kinabalu or drift across Burma’s Inle Lake,
this magical region is packed to the brim with the best of the tropics. So jump on a Geckos Asia tour and swim beneath waterfalls in Laos,
crawl through Viet Cong tunnels, hang out at Halong Bay, surf perfect Balinese waves, gorge on tom yum in Thailand, and let the friendly
folk, food and fun fill you up with the good holiday vibes.

Discover Japan

Vietnam Highlights

Discover Myanmar (Burma)

(10 days)

(15 days)

(12 days)

Tokyo - Kanazawa - Hiroshima - Kyoto
- Osaka

Ho Chi Minh City - Nha Trang - Hoi An Hue - Hanoi - Halong Bay

Yangon - Bagan - Mandalay - Kalaw Inle Lake - Yangon

• Visit Hiroshima - Peace Park & Museum.

• Get your bike on (get on a bike) in pretty Hoi An, the
best way to see the town and surrounding countryside.

• A full day of walking through the hills and rural villages
of Kalaw may require a bit of energy, but it’s one of the
highlights of the trip.

• See the famous gold-plated Kinkaku-ji Temple, get lost
in Kyoto’s laneways and perhaps spot a Geisha or two.
• We love this trip as majority of it is free time! Have the
freedom to see and do what you want but with the
benefits of group travel!

• There’s nothing quite like staying with a Vietnamese
family in a traditional Mekong Delta homestay.
• Limestone karsts, blue-green waters, mysterious caves
and super ancient jungle - Halong Bay feels a lot like
paradise.

• Touring Bagan by bicycle is a genius way to see it
all. You’ll have easy access to a wonderland of mindblowing temples, stupas and pagados.
• The scenic long-tail boat ride along Inle Lake can feel
like stepping into a fairytale. Could you get any more
Southeast Asia?

WILDERNESS ADVENTURE

The wild games
The couple next to me look tired.
“I got woken up by an elephant last night,”
one of them confesses. “We left the door
to our verandah open, and I woke to this
huge elephant’s head looking in.”
Close-up animal encounters like
this are an everyday occurrence in the
Okavango Delta, one of Africa’s richest
wildlife areas. Our Bench International
tour starts at Sanctuary Baines’ Camp,
where hippos, hyenas and other creatures
wander at night. That’s why the five suites
and the main lodge are connected by
raised walkways. Animals are able to pass
underneath while we stay safe up above.

Words: Ute Junker

Later we visit Sanctuary Chief’s Camp,
perched by a waterhole, where I pull back
my curtains one morning to find a family of
warthog gambolling in front of my terrace.
Safaris present life in an uncensored
form, and while some moments are
heartwarming – a rare glimpse of a hyena
nursing her young cubs, for instance –
other moments are more primal. Watching
another hyena take down a baby impala
then wolf it all down in 10 minutes is not
a G-rated sight, but that’s life in the wild.
The quality of the game-viewing in
Botswana is phenomenal; every day is
different, whether it’s canoeing down a

hippo-infested river or coming across
a pride of 17 lions resting in the shade.
The camps are also some of the very
best in Africa. Two that should be on your
list are the magnificent Chief’s Camp,
which has just undergone a revamp in
a bid to make it even more luxurious, and,
of course, the exclusive Baines’ Camp.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice on wildlife adventure holidays. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Photo: Getty

Game-viewing in
Botswana will literally
take your breath away.
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Free

ENTRY

USA • CANADA • ALASKA • HAWAII • MEXICO • Central & SOUTH AMERICA

100s
OF

EXCLUSIVE DEALS

AMAZING FLIGHTS,
ACCOM, TRAVEL,
CRUISE & TOUR DEALS

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
& ADVICE FROM
LEADING EXPERTS

FREE
TRAVEL
PRESENTATIONS

RESEARCH,
COMPARE
AND BOOK

Brisbane

Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre

Sunday 31 July

9am - 4pm

Adelaide

Adelaide Convention Centre

Sunday 31 July

10am - 4pm

Sydney

Sydney Showground, Sydney Olympic Park

Sunday 7 August

10am - 4pm

Perth

Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre

Sunday 7 August

9am - 4pm

Melbourne

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

Sunday 14 August

10am - 5pm

Other regional areas: Visit travelexpo.net.au/regional for accessing expo deals instore at your local Flight Centre.

Pre-register online at travelexpo.net.au for expo alerts and express entry.
* The Discover the Americas expo is organised and conducted by Flight Centre Travel Group Limited (ABN 25 003 377 188). ATAS Accreditation No. A10412. EXPOS68184

The
CHALLENGE
MINDING YOUR MONEY
OR FLUSH WITH CASH?
TWO CONSULTANTS SHARE
DIFFERENT SMALL-GROUP
JOURNEYS TO SUIT YOUR
STYLE AND BUDGET

For the
budget
savvy
$$

BEN RAWSON,
TRAVEL
CONSULTANT,
FLIGHT CENTRE
LILYDALE,
VIC
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When it comes to epic experiences
on an affordable budget, Intrepid really
can’t be beat. Led by local guides with an
average group size of 10, you’ll bypass the
coach-tour hordes to delve deeper into real,
authentic adventures.

Play

Animal lover? You won’t be disappointed on
the Sabah Adventure tour through Borneo,
especially when you visit Turtle Island.
To go snorkelling on a secluded isle was
something I was excited about, even more
so when some baby turtles found their way
out of the nesting grounds to join me for
a swim. Later that same evening, the first
mother turtle came to shore to lay her eggs.
On this tour you’ll help the rangers release
the hatchlings into the ocean, and if you guess
the number of eggs correctly (like I did), you’ll
get to name your own turtle. Hmm... I often
wonder how my little guy, Squirt, is going?
Another highlight during my time in Sabah
was climbing the 4,095m Mount Kinabalu.
Once you start, it doesn’t take long to realise
it’s not going to be easy. The path is uphill
all the way as you scale 3,272m before an
overnight stop in a cliff-side hotel.
Rise early (at 3am) to tackle the summit
by pulling yourself up on a rope. Even though
the hike was by far the hardest thing I’ve ever
done, it was so rewarding.

Stay

Kinabatangan Riverside Lodge
The 12-day tour sees you stay in homestays,
jungle lodges, hostels and a resort for your last
night. The Kinabatangan River Lodge is located
right on the banks of the river hidden in the
rainforest. It’s a sheltered paradise surrounded
by wildlife – think proboscis monkeys, hornbills,
squirrels, orangutans and monitor lizards. While
your room features huge windows to take in the
views, it’s best to keep them closed at night;
I woke up to find a kitten on my bed!
Dusun Village Homestay
A homestay is a great way to experience life as
a local, as well as contribute to the wellbeing
of the gracious families who welcome you into
their homes. In Dusun Village, even the nearby
school students came by to perform a tribal
dance that was once used to welcome warriors
home from battle. Our meals were prepared with
ingredients sourced from the family’s own crops
– and we had to prepare rice the traditional way
before we could eat.

Discover more budget tours

Intrepid and Geckos offer an awesome selection of fun,
cheap and epic adventures.You’ll tour to offbeat destinations
with an expert local guide leading the way. See our directory
(page 59) for more information or call Flight Centre on 131 600.

FROM FAR LEFT
The very cool proboscis
monkey; Kinabatangan
Riverside Lodge; Mount
Kinabalu; the Bungle
Bungle Range; Home
Valley Station; see the
Kimberley by helicopter.

For the
luxury
lover

Photos: iStock

$$$$

BIANCA
WHITE,
TEAM LEADER,
FLIGHT CENTRE
HENLEY
BEACH, SA

You don’t always have to rough it while
exploring the Kimberley. When it comes to
this wild frontier, APT Kimberley Wilderness
Adventures not only provide expert insights
and immersive experiences, but understated
luxury along the way.

Play

We couldn’t reach some of the Kimberley’s
most stunning landmarks if it weren’t for
the custom-designed vehicles, specially built
to traverse some of the world’s harshest
terrain with ease. Though sometimes, the
vehicle could only take us so far. Then we
were travelling on foot to explore places not
accessible on wheels, which made my time in
the Bungle Bungle Range even more special.
We ventured through deep gorges, crevices
and creeks, as well as the Domes Walk, a
short hike through huge sandstone ‘beehives’,
which has immense cultural and geological
significance. Seeing the sun set in the Bungle
Bungle Range was pretty spectacular, too.
My highlight on the Kimberley Complete
tour was Mitchell Falls. We had one day here
with a guide who shared fascinating stories
along our hike and took us to see Aboriginal art
at Little Mertens Falls. Then it was time to get
sky high in a helicopter flight. Seeing Mitchell
Falls from the air was such a thrill, especially
with the contrast of the thundering falls against
the aqua water and red cliff face.

Stay

Mitchell Falls Wilderness Lodge
APT Kimberley’s network of private lodges
means you can unwind in total luxury, but still
feel completely connected to the great outdoors.
Mitchell Falls Wilderness Lodge is perfectly
positioned by the palm-fringed Camp Creek
– and you can swim in it, too! I absolutely loved
the glamping-style accommodation; the tented
cabins feature all your creature comforts, yet open
out into pristine wilderness. The new Ungolan
Pavilion was a great place to relax, the food was
fabulous and the campfire made the experience.
Home Valley Station
Set in the Cockburn Range amid a beautiful
landscape of red plains and creek beds, Home
Valley Station is a working cattle station and
the inspiration behind Baz Luhrmann’s movie
Australia. We made the most of our stay by
exploring the property; there are two pools onsite
and a natural waterhole for swimming. I went
barramundi fishing and horse riding, but you
can take a cultural tour or a boat trip too.

Share your Aussie travel tips

Love travelling in the Outback? Or have you ever
road-tripped the Nullarbor? We love hearing your tips and
advice, so like us on Facebook and start spreading the love.
Go to facebook.com/flightcentreAU.
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Travel
clinic

when i t com e s to h ol id ay
queries , l et ou r e xp e r ts
show y ou th e way

My husband and I are in our 50s
and we’d like to start travelling
again. Are there any small-group tour
companies that cater to our age group?
There are so many great small-group tour
companies you and your husband could travel
with. After all, when it comes to travel, there’s
something for everyone. Back-Roads Touring
and Insider Journeys are my clients’ favourites.
Insider Journeys specialises in small-group tours of Asia,
with local or Western tour guides available to enrich your
experience with local knowledge. Free time is included,
giving you the chance to experience the country for yourself.
Back-Roads Touring is a fantastic choice when looking to
explore the UK and Europe. Its tours take you along scenic
backroads in a Mercedes mini coach, and are complete with
authentic local experiences and charming accommodation.
Back-Roads Touring offers a great choice of tours with a
focus on some of the most iconic regions.
With small-group touring, you will get value for money
with many inclusions, from accommodation to gourmet food
and friendly tour guides. You’ll also be provided with a more
intimate experience and the chance to make lifelong friends.

The Taj Mahal should
be on everybody’s
bucket list.

What tours
would you
recommend for my
solo trip through
India? Where
should I go?
Namaste! India
is a beautiful
assault on the
senses, with
colourful saris,
rickshaws screeching by, and
the smell of incense and
chai in the air.
I recommend travelling
with On The Go Tours, as
it has more intimate tour
groups (an average size of 16
to 18). Its experiences offer
so much culture, adventure
and local interaction
throughout the day, but
you’re given a soft landing
at night, staying in 3- to
4-star hotels as well as
heritage-style properties.
Of course, no trip to India
would be complete without
seeing the Taj Mahal. And if
you get the chance to go to
southern India, a cruise along
the palm-fringed waterways
of Kerala is a must.
ANJI JOHNSON, GENERAL

RENEE WILTON, TRAVEL CONSULTANT,

MANAGER, FLIGHT CENTRE

FLIGHT CENTRE BUNDOORA SQUARE, VIC

AUSTRALIA FAIR, QLD
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JTB is actually
Japan’s largest
wholesaler for
the Australian
market – and
after more than 100 years in
the business, it’s no surprise
it has a solid reputation as
the Japan specialists.
It offers a wide range
of products to suit every
traveller, from fully escorted
tours for those looking to
explore the country with
ease, to suggested itineraries
for those looking to create
their own adventures in
the Land of the Rising Sun.
On a side note, a Japan
Rail Pass is one of the most
affordable ways to explore
the country – but it must
be purchased prior to your
departure and you will need
to keep the physical paper
ticket with you at all times.
NATALIE CAMPBELL, TRAVEL
CONSULTANT, FLIGHT CENTRE
CENTREWAY ARCADE, VIC

Do you have a travel
question? Tweet it to
@FlightCentreAu
on Twitter.

Help on hand

Holidaying doesn’t have to be
complicated.Visit flightcentre.com.au
or call 131 600 24 hours for advice.

Photo: istock

Q&A

I’ve heard
great things
about touring
Japan with a
company called
JTB. Can you
tell me more?

S M A L L - G RO U P J O U R N E YS D I R E C TO RY

Float above the
stunning Htilominlo
Temple of Bagan,
Myanmar in a giant
hot-air balloon.

G O - TO G U I D E

Your directory
Photo: Getty Images

discover the small-group
j o u r n e y t h at s u i t s y o u b e st
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Dream and plan
on the go.
Pick up the latest edition in-store,
download the FREE app
or read online at
flightcentre.com.au/travel-ideas
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The Adventure Tours Experience

Adventure Tours Australia is an award-winning travel company specialising in small group tours.
Bringing like-minded people together for over 20 years, Adventure Tours knows how to get to the
heart of a destination and their guides are the best in the business. From the Outback to the coast
the tours deliver an unforgettable, authentic taste of Australia – no matter what your budget is.

Dining

Experiences

Highlights
INDIGENOUS CULTURE

Adventure Tours Australia
works closely with
Indigenous communities
to develop ethical and
authentic experiences that
benefit both communities
and travellers.
1,000 STAR DINNER – ULURU

A glass of wine on arrival
and a desert sunset with
locally sourced food and
wine beneath endless
twinkling stars, this is
al fresco dining at its best.

On an Adventure Tours
Australia tour you could
be taking a dip in the clear
waterholes of Karijini National
Park, travelling across the
Nullarbor Plain, exploring the
beautiful coastline of Victoria,
hiking to breathtaking Jim
Jim Falls, spotting interesting
sea creatures on the Ningaloo
Reef or spending the night at
the Earthwatch Camp in Far
North Queensland.

You won’t go hungry with
Adventure Tours Australia.
With an emphasis on fresh
local food, meals are nutritious
and varied; think salads,
sandwiches, barbecues and
fruit, as well as freshly made
damper straight from the fire
and icy-cold beer. Mealtimes
are relaxed and fun – share
travel stories, help out with
meal prep, or just sit back
and enjoy the serenity.

An overview of journey styles

EXCLUSIVE ACCOMMODATION

From working cattle
stations to wilderness
lodges, desert campsites to
underground bunkhouses,
the accommodation is all
part of the ATA experience.
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Basix

• Great value, no frills
• Plenty of free time
• Option to do extras
• A mazing experiences
• E xpert local leader

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Original

• Higher level of comfort
• Camping in furnished tents
• Most meals included
• Private air-conditioned vehicles
• E xpert local leader

Guides
Adventure Tours Australia
guides are not your average
guides. They are a source of
valuable information about the
geology, botany and Aboriginal
culture of their region, and
also the mechanic, the cook
and the entertainer. All guides
complete a comprehensive
training program to ensure
they are professional, informed
and skilled to conduct a quality,
safe and fun tour.

S M A L L - G RO U P J O U R N E YS D I R E C TO RY

The APT Experience

An award-winning, Australian family-owned company, APT offers life-enriching trips to every
continent. From boutique river cruising to small-group 4WD adventures; traditional coach
touring to epic rail journeys; small-ship expeditions to classic ocean cruising, APT creates the
finest holiday experience for its guests.

Experiences
APT has a great mix of cultural
touring experiences so you
can discover the local culture
firsthand and experience the
finest local flavours. Enjoy
APT’s range of exclusive or
unique Signature Invitations;
from a breathtaking helicopter
ride over Mitchell Falls in the
Kimberley to a local school
visit in Tanzania, Africa.

Dining
On an APT tour or cruise
a host of unique culinary
experiences await. From
tantalising regional dishes in
South America to gourmet
mouth-watering cuisine and
complimentary beverages on
a Small Ship cruise, you’ll
relish flavours you never
knew existed.

Guides
On an APT cruise or tour you’ll
be joined by knowledgeable
and friendly English-speaking
guides. Sharing their wisdom,
they’ll help you learn about
the history and culture of the
cities, towns and villages you’ll
explore. On an APT Small
Ship cruise, you will also
be joined by an outstanding
onboard Expedition Team
including naturalists,
historians and ecologists.

Highlights
YOUR GAME PARK EXPERIENCE

Go in search of Africa’s
famous wildlife, including
the big five, on a range of
incredible private 4WD
game drives.
SMALL SHIP SMALL GROUP
EXCURSIONS

Step ashore to explore
further or set off on a
Zodiac adventure to get
up close to the hidden
treasures of your dream
destination.

An overview of journeys

GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS CRUISING

The Private Small Ship Experience

4WD Adventures in the Kimberley

• B outique ship size
• S pacious suites, personalised
service and sumptuous dining
• All-inclusive lifestyle
• Zodiac excursion provides a unique
platform for observing wildlife
• Venture where larger ships cannot
• M aximum of 59 suites

• Custom-designed 4WD vehicles
• Traverse some of the world’s
toughest terrains
• Get off the bitumen and experience
the Kimberley’s legendary scenery
• No more than 20 travellers
• P assionate team of friendly and
knowledgeable Driver-Guides

South America

• S mall-group journeys with a
maximum of 28 guests
• Luxury hotels and resorts
• APT’s Freedom of Choice Sightseeing
and Signature Invitations
• Local APT Tour Director
throughout holiday
• All internal flights in South America
• Tipping, transfers and most meals

Discover the wonders of the
Galápagos Islands aboard
the luxury boutique Yacht
La Pint.

Travel ideas
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The Back-Roads Touring Experience
Back-Roads Touring are the experts in UK and Europe small-group tours. With a maximum
group size of 18 passengers, Back-Roads Touring will take you beyond the tourist façade of your
destination and guarantee you an unparalleled balance of renowned and lesser-known sites.

Experiences

Highlights
SMALL GROUPS –
MAXIMUM 18 PASSENGERS

With a maximum of 18
passengers, Back-Roads
offers a more personalised
experience, and a relaxed
and flexible form of touring.
SCENIC BACK ROADS,
NOT FREEWAYS

Unlike large coaches, their
mini-coaches can go almost
anywhere a car can. Access
the smallest town squares,
country lanes and medieval
villages.

Back-Roads Touring believes
the heart and soul of a nation
is in its regional areas.
Their included Authentic
Local Experiences ensure
you’ll really get to know the
people, customs and history
of a region. Enjoy intimate
performances and concerts,
see demonstrations by local
producers and tradesmen,
and gain exclusive access to
country houses and gardens.

Dining
Back-Roads’ included Culinary
Experiences enable you to
enjoy truly authentic, locally
sourced and produced cuisine.
Whether dining at iconic
restaurants run by awardwinning chefs, cooking classes
using regional ingredients, or
dining in small and authentic
restaurants frequented by the
locals, you will be sure to truly
taste your destination with
Back-Roads Touring.

Guides
The award-winning tour
leaders are committed to
delivering the ‘Back-Roads
Difference’: whether that is
group dining, the flexibility to
change the itinerary, giving
personal recommendations,
or bringing each destination
to life with their insight
and knowledge to deliver
an authentic, personable
experience for your smallgroup touring experience.

An overview of journeys

AUTHENTIC LOCAL
EXPERIENCES

Back-Roads takes you
to places away from the
standard tourist trails. Go
beyond the tourist façade to
learn more about local food,
crafts, history and culture.
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7-Day Corners of Cornwall Tour

• E xplore Dartmoor National Park
• Visit Cornwall’s largest
private estate
• Dine at Rick Stein’s
seafood restaurant

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

8-Day Tuscan Treats Tour

• Private cooking class with
a Tuscan chef
• Relax in a villa in the heart
of Tuscany
• E njoy a number of Tuscan food
and wine experiences

9-Day La Belle France Tour

• E xplore the back roads of France
• Stay in a French chateau in the
Loire Valley
• Taste locally produced wine, cheese
and cider

S M A L L - G RO U P J O U R N E YS D I R E C TO RY

The Bench International Experience

Bench offers small locally escorted group tours in Africa, from weekly departures in East Africa,
with a maximum of seven passengers to those wanting to join a select group of only 16 guests in
Southern Africa. Rest assured you will be taken care of from the very moment you arrive until
you depart with some truly memorable experiences of Africa.

Experiences
Travel to Africa on a journey
that is as exceptional as the
destination. Bench Group
Tours are very small, offering
an enhanced and more
personal experience. These
comprehensive itineraries
visit all the key areas of East
and Southern Africa and
are packed full of extras,
including your accommodation,
transportation, most meals,
park fees and much more.

Dining
While on safari, you will
typically rise at dawn and after
a refreshing coffee, you will
depart on your morning game
drive. Return to your property
for a revitalising breakfast and
then take the opportunity to
relax. Following lunch, you will
enjoy an afternoon game drive
returning back to your property
after sunset for a scrumptious
dinner and a good night’s
sleep.

Guides
All of the Bench Exclusive
Group Tours use the services
of a qualified English-speaking
guide throughout your trip.
Travelling with a dedicated
professional enhances your
experience and allows you
to discover some of Bench’s
favourite places while staying
at exclusive properties in
comfort and style.

An overview of journeys

Best of Kenya & Tanzania

• A qualified English-speaking guide
• G ame viewing in 4X4 safari vehicle
• Guaranteed window seat
• Witness the wildebeest migration
• Includes all national park fees
• Stay in hotels and game lodges
• M aximum of 12 passengers

Highlights
EAST AFRICA SAFARI

Kenya and Tanzania are
great for the ‘Big Five’
(lion, leopard, rhinoceros,
elephant and buffalo)
as well as the annual
wildebeest migration, while
Rwanda is the ideal place
to see mountain gorillas.
SOUTHERN AFRICA SAFARI

Combine a safari with
luxurious accommodation,
fine dining and incredible
scenery, and explore the
waterways of the Okavango
Delta and Victoria Falls.
Highlights of Southern Africa

• A qualified English-speaking guide
• S afari vehicle for game drives
• Travel on the iconic Blue Train
• A Big Five safari in South Africa
• Visit the famous Victoria Falls
• Fly into the Okavango Delta
• M aximum of 12 passengers

The Ultimate Africa Air Safari

• A qualified English-speaking guide
• Flights in a Cessna Grand Caravan
• S afari vehicle for game drives
• Includes all national park fees
• Combines East and Southern Africa
• E xclusive luxury accommodation
• M aximum of eight passengers

EXPERTS IN AFRICA

Using their personal
experience, Bench selects
the perfect mix to realise
your once-in-a-lifetime
dream to travel to Africa.

Travel ideas
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The Bentours Experience

Bentours has 30 years’ experience as the Scandinavian specialist in Australia, with a team
of destination experts who use their expertise to create trips to some of the coolest travel
destinations on the planet. Bentours provides small-group journeys in Norway, Iceland, Finland,
Russia and the Baltic States as well as Antarctica.

Experiences

Highlights
NORTHERN LIGHTS

The extraordinary Aurora
borealis or Northern Lights
appears in the sky as
swirling clouds and streaks
of coloured light above the
Arctic Circle in winter - a
bucket-list must-see.
GLASS IGLOOS

Lie back in bed gazing
up at the stars and if
you’re lucky, the Northern
Lights, from unique glass
igloo accommodation in
Scandinavia.

Cruise along the Norwegian
coast, overnighting in the
stunning fjords and visiting
historic coastal towns. See the
extraordinary Northern Lights
while sleeping under the
stars in a glass-roofed igloo,
join a husky dog sled safari,
meet Santa Claus at home in
Rovaniemi, Finland, and do a
day trip to Tallinn in Estonia
to visit the UNESCO World
Heritage-listed Old Town.

Dining
On board Hurtigruten ships,
the dining is buffet style,
featuring local cuisine (such as
reindeer steaks, salmon and
king crab). Most ships also
have an a la carte ‘Coastal
Kitchen’ concept where fresh
local produce is brought
aboard at each stop and served
as traditional Scandinavian
dishes, including pickled
and cured fish and open
sandwiches.

Guides
Bentours guides know
Scandinavia intimately and
welcome the opportunity to
show you their world. Ignacio
‘Nacho’ Engel is an extremely
experienced guide, who spends
his summers in Scandinavia
and lived in Lapland for many
years. Inger-Stina Palmet is
another Bentours host, who
lives in Tallinn and speaks
English, Finnish, Estonian,
Russian and German.

An overview of journeys

NORWEGIAN CRUISE

Experience the majestic
cliffs and inlets carved
by ice. Cruise into the
Norwegian fjords to visit
the lovely historic coastal
towns and surrounds.
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In search of the Northern Lights

• 6 -night Hurtigruten Coastal Voyage
• 8 nights’ accommodation in
4-star hotels
• Visit the home of Santa Claus
• Traditional husky dog safari
• E xcursion to medieval Tallinn
• First-class coach transport
• Train from Rovaniemi to Helsinki

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Christmas in Lapland

• 4 nights’ accommodation
• E scorted journey
• Visit Santa’s Hideaway and Santa
Claus Village
• Visit to Snowfun site
• Reindeer sleigh ride
• Outer winter clothing provided

Scenes of the North

• 21 nights’ accommodation in
deluxe-class hotels
• Travel from Copenhagen
to Moscow
• Touring by private coach with guide
• Includes all guided sightseeing and
transport tickets

S M A L L - G RO U P J O U R N E YS D I R E C TO RY

The Geckos Experience

Geckos do group travel better than the best of them with epic adventures for 18- to
30-somethings. You’ll hang out with people your own age, see stuff the coach-loads of tourists
never knew existed and get plenty of free time along the way. Geckos treads lightly, thinks locally
and makes sure their trips are helping the places they visit. Run wild with Geckos.

Experiences
Travel cross country in a small
group with an open mind and
a sense of adventure. Sleep
in homestays, feast on street
food, and discover all the
hidden gems. Have authentic
experiences with less fuss
and more to Instagram about.
Geckos has done all the
haggling and handled all the
logistics so you can spend
more time kicking back and
delving into the culture.

Dining
Geckos knows you appreciate
a bit of independence, so most
meals are not included. But
that doesn’t mean you won’t
get the chance to taste some
pretty tasty morsels and tuck
into local delicacies. Your
tour leader will suggest local
restaurants, street foods and
hole-in-the-wall places for
everyone to try on the trip and
generally the group will eat,
drink and be merry together.

Guides
Geckos leaders are pretty
great. They aren’t just tour
guides, they’re your new
friends, your lucky charms
and your real-life Wikipedia.
Born and bred in the regions
you’ll visit, they’re the ultimate
go-to for everything local, from
street culture to food, language
to history. They know their
regions like the back of their
hands. Want the best kebab in
Istanbul? Amir knows.

An overview of journeys

Europe

• See Europe differently to the masses
• Sample local cheese, wine and coffee
• Cool, centrally-located
hostel accommodation
• Less buses, more trains
• Slower pace
• Local everything, including
your leader

Highlights
TRIPS FOR 18–30 SOMETHINGS

Geckos trips are exclusively
for those aged in their 20s
and 30s, which means
you’re guaranteed to be
travelling with a bunch of
folks just like you. Hello
new adventures and new
friends!
SAFETY IN NUMBERS

Asia

• Taste delicious local flavours
in Vietnam
• Stay in traditional ryokans in Japan
• Learn about the amazing history
of Cambodia
• S norkel clear glistening waters
in Thailand
• View wildlife in Borneo

Latin America

• See ancient ruins like Machu Picchu
and Tikal
• Learn to dance Latino style in
Rio de Janeiro
• Hear intoxicating rhythms in Cuba
• H ang with friendly locals in
Buenos Aires
• Dive among amazing reefs
in Belize

When you travel in a small
group, you’ll get to know
your leader and your fellow
travellers pretty well. The
best part is travel is less
stressful, more enjoyable
and safer for solo travellers.
GREAT VALUE

Geckos trips don’t cost the
earth (both literally and
metaphorically), so you can
go on the trip of a lifetime,
whatever your budget.
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Imagine the stories

The Insider Journeys Experience

Insider Journeys are Asia specialists and have been running small-group tours to the region
for 22 years. Their insider knowledge means you’ll see all the highlights as well as get genuine
local experiences. Their small groups offer spontaneity, flexibility and independence with expert
guidance, so you can relax as you discover Asia like an insider.

Experiences

Highlights
ASIA EXPERTS

Insider Journeys are true
Asia specialists, with 22
years of experience on the
ground. Their expert tour
leaders call Asia home.
SMALL GROUPS

With an average of 12
travellers and a maximum
of only 16, these are not
‘bus tours’, these are smallgroup journeys. Travel at a
pace that makes the most
of each destination and get
personal attention from
your guides.
DESTINATIONS

Insider Journeys goes to
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Burma, Thailand, China,
India, Japan, Sri Lanka,
Bhutan and Mongolia.
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Insider Journeys has created
money-can’t-buy interactions,
like having lunch with the
nuns in Burma or a cooking
class in a local home in
the backstreets of Beijing.
Spontaneous moments can’t
be manufactured, but Insider
Journeys puts you in the right
place at the right time, so
you will experience magical
moments throughout your trip.
Imagine the stories.

Dining
Asia will awaken all of your
senses, but perhaps none more
than taste. From the vibrant
food markets of Old Delhi
where breadmakers lift golden
naan from tandoor ovens to
a private cooking class under
tamarind trees in Luang
Prabang, Insider Journeys
share their passion for Asian
cuisines. Some meals are
included, so you can explore
Asia’s cuisines independently.

Guides
Their local guides are
destination experts, who will
share their favourite places to
eat, drink or shop, as well as
give you a local’s perspective
on the culture and history of
the places you visit. All groups
of seven or more travellers will
have a Western tour leader
to ensure everything runs
smoothly as well as offering
a new perspective on your
destination.

An overview of journeys

Vietnam Insight

• 11-day small-group tour
• S pend the night cruising Halong Bay
• E njoy traditional local breakfast in
Saigon
• E xplore the best street food in
Hanoi
• Visit a local market in Hoi An
• Travel the Mekong Delta canals
by speedboat

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Highlights of Japan

• 10-day small-group tour
• Dine with an apprentice geisha 		
in Kyoto
• E xplore bustling Tsukiji fish
markets in Tokyo
• Stay in a traditional ryokan in
Hakone
• E xplore Takayama’s Old Town
by foot

Highlights of Rajasthan

• 14-day small-group tour
• Join a local family for dinner
• Stay in atmospheric heritage hotels
• Visit remote villages in the Thar
Desert
• Take an exciting rickshaw ride
through Delhi
• Experience a sunset camel ride
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The Intrepid Experience

Intrepid’s small-group style of travel means you’ll stay under the radar, and travel, eat and sleep
the local way. You’ll get as close to real life as possible (without actually moving in). You’ll have
the knowledge of a local leader, taking you out of the guidebooks and into a world waiting to be
discovered. With trips in over 100 countries, you’re bound to find something that’s just right for you.

Experiences
On an Intrepid trip, expect an
array of real-life experiences
such as local homestays,
cooking classes, trying
delicious street food, staying
in traditional accommodation,
bike rides and orientation
walks. You’ll see all the
highlights plus hidden gems.
All with the convenience of
travelling in a small group of
likeminded people and the
expertise of a local leader.

Dining
While travelling with Intrepid,
you’ll experience a wonderful
array of local dishes. Your
leader will suggest local
restaurants and street foods
to try. Generally not all meals
are included in the trip price,
which gives you flexibility to
decide where, what and with
who to eat. Usually the group
will eat together so you can
taste a variety of dishes and
enjoy each other’s company.

Guides
Intrepid realised early on
that the best folks to show you
the heart of a destination are,
funnily enough, the ones who
live there. Those are Intrepid’s
leaders: travel experts and
friendly locals who know
their countries back to front,
from every backstreet bar to
every hidden gallery. They are
pretty special. They’re the big,
smiling face of Intrepid.

• Great value
• Less inclusions
• Plenty of free time
• Young-at-heart travellers
• The safety of being in a group
• Clean, centrally located
accommodation
• Local homestays

Original

• Classic small-group adventures
• Relaxed pace
• Some included activities
• Fun and adventurous
• O ff-the-beaten track
• Tourist-class accommodation

GREAT TRIP THEMES

Whether you’re a foodie
or a cyclist, Intrepid has a
themed adventure for you,
like sailing, family, food,
wildlife, cycling, polar,
festivals and short breaks.
RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL

Intrepid operates in a
responsible manner,
using the principles of
sustainable development;
respecting people, cultures
and local environments;
and contributing to local
communities.
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Basix

Highlights

Comfort

• Quality accommodation
• Added degree of comfort
• Private transport
• Plenty of inclusions
• More leader interaction
• Adventure with a softer landing

HASSLE-FREE ADVENTURES

Why spend hours going
over every detail of your
trip? Leave it to someone
who lives and breathes
travel – like Intrepid.
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The JTB Experience

JTB conducts year-round, dynamic escorted tours, suitable for every traveller’s needs. Whether
you’re a first-time visitor who would like to enjoy the essence of Japan, or after a once-in-a-lifetime
experience, JTB has extensive rail tours, covering the three major islands of Kyushu, Honshu and
Hokkaido. For travel connoisseurs, JTB will showcase those special sites in less-travelled spots.

Dining

Experiences

Highlights
DISCOVER JAPAN 13-DAY
FULLY ESCORTED TOUR

Discover the modern cities
of Tokyo and Osaka to
the peaceful countryside
of Takayama. This tour
is suitable for first-time
travellers to Japan.
EXPLORE JAPAN BY RAIL 21-DAY
FULLY ESCORTED TOUR

Sit back and relax on some
the world’s fastest trains.
This tour will visit 13 major
cities by train, using Japan
Railpass. One of the most
popular tours of Japan.
WANDERING JAPAN 12-DAY
FULLY ESCORTED TOUR

A look at the less-travelled
yet fascinating sides of
Japan. This is an active
tour with walking and
exploration involved.
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JTB small-group tours (with a
maximum of 12 to 25 people,
depending on the tour) are
guided by escorts, however
each participant also has the
freedom to experience the
unique Japanese sights and
culture at their own pace. Care
is taken to make your journey
supremely comfortable with
their luggage delivery service,
included at regular intervals
throughout the trip.

The escorted tours include
daily breakfast and some
lunches and dinners. On the
days and nights when meals
are not provided, your escort
will give you advice where
you can go, depending on
your tastes and requirements.
JTB knows dining is a very
important part of your journey
in Japan and ensures that it
will be a memorable part of
your experience too.

Guides
Every JTB escorted tour
is guided by experienced
escorts, who have taken many
Australian travellers – young
and old, first-timers and
experienced – to Japan and
have earned themselves a great
reputation. Throughout the
tour, you will have the same
escort to look after you. So sit
back and relax, and let your
only worry be how to enjoy
your next magical stop.
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Discover Japan

• 12 nights’ accommodation
• Return airport transfers
• D aily breakfast
• Japan Railpass (7-day economy)
• Tours specified in itinerary
• Meals specified in itinerary
• 3 luggage transfers in itinerary

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Explore Japan By Rail

• 20 nights’ accommodation
• Return airport transfers
• D aily breakfast, 2 lunches
and 5 dinners
• Japan Railpass (14-day economy)
• Tours specified in itinerary
• Domestic flights specified in itinerary
• 6 luggage transfers in itinerary

Wandering Japan

• 11 nights’ accommodation
• Return airport transfers
• D aily breakfast, 3 lunches
and 2 dinners
• Coach transfers and train tickets
• 3 luggage transfers in itinerary
• Sightseeing in cities with tour guides
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The On The Go Experience

Every holiday experience from On The Go Tours has been carefully designed to ensure that not
only will you enjoy life-changing experiences, but you will do so with the best value for your money
that each destination offers. From guided group tours and bespoke tailor-made holidays to fun
family adventures and trips crafted for solo travellers; On The Go Tours has the tour style for you.

Dining

Experiences
From grand palaces to historic
temples, hot desert plains
to snowy mountain peaks,
cosmopolitan high-rises to
stunning sunrises; On The Go
brings you the finest sights
and adventures the world has
to offer. Immerse yourself
in a truly authentic local
experience, or make a date at
colourful festivals such as Holi
in India, Rio Carnival, or the
Yi Peng Festival in Thailand.

All tours include breakfast
daily and sometimes a
welcome dinner – such as
Peking duck in Beijing – with a
small selection of other meals
included (depending on the
country). Most meals are not
included to give you the choice
of where and what to eat each
night – with the group, or just
your travelling party. Your local
guides are always on hand to
recommend eateries too.

Guides
It’s the people you meet
along the way that can make
the difference between a
great holiday and a truly
memorable one. And who
best to give you a fun and
authentic experience than
your tour guide? On The Go
local guides are experienced,
fun and passionate. Awardwinning guides such as Jonny
in Vietnam and Momo in Egypt
will show you their world.
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Highlights
ICELAND AND THE
NORTHERN LIGHTS

Discover the beauty of
Iceland and search for the
surreal Northern Lights
with year-round tours.
DISCOVER MAGICAL MOROCCO

Uncover an enticing mix
of imperial cities, bustling
souks, striking landscapes,
spicy aromas and culture
in Morocco.
JAPAN – THE LAND OF
THE MIDNIGHT SUN

OTG Signature Range

• E xciting days and comfortable nights
• Guaranteed departure with two 		
travellers
• 3 - to 5-star accommodation
• Average group size of 16
• E nglish-speaking local guides
• Private transport

OTG Adventure Range

• Active days and rustic nights
• Guaranteed departure with four
travellers
• Camping, lodges, basic hotels
• Average group size of 18
• O verland vehicles and public
transport

OTG Handpicked Range

• Cultural experiences with
local partners
• Join travellers from other
tour groups
• 3- to 4-star accommodation
• Average group size of 28
• Private and public transport

Japan is a charming
confluence of new and
old; from glimmering
skyscrapers and flashing
neon lights, to geishas and
quaint traditional tea-shops,
find out why Japan’s distinct
character sets it apart from
the rest of Asia.
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The Peregrine Experience

Peregrine knows you never outgrow adventure. That spirit that drives you to get out there and see
the world. Not through a coach window with 50 strangers, or with a personal butler or big buffet
breakfast – but intimately, authentically, memorably. Peregrine embraces the spirit of adventure
through a more immersive cultural journey. Yes, adventure exists and just got a lot easier to find.

Experiences

Highlights
POLAR EXPEDITIONS

Peregrine has voyages
to Antarctica and the
Arctic with well-trained,
responsible leaders. Your
polar ventures will be
informative, exhilarating
and most of all, lifechanging.
GOURMET TOURS

Tours with a food focus are
one of the best ways to get
to know a culture. It’s not
just about local flavours, but
the immersive experience
of gourmet travel.
SOLO TRAVELLERS

It’s tricky to bond with a
busload of people. Small
groups mean you can get to
know your group and create
lasting friendships. Single
supplements are available.
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On a Peregrine trip, you’ll
travel in small groups at a
slower pace, stay in unique
‘Feature stay’ accommodation,
perhaps test your culinary
skills at a cooking class, view
wildlife, sample delicious
local flavours, and see all the
highlights of each destination,
while experiencing authentic
local interaction all with the
expertise of an award-winning
local leader along the way.

Dining
Many meals are included in
your trip cost. Your local leader
will take you to the best places
that tourist buses cannot get
to – places recommended by
locals and leaders alike. You
will usually eat as a group,
sampling delicious authentic
fare and regional wines, but
you’re welcome to go out and
explore on your own. Dinner
is a nice time to relax, unwind
and share stories.

Guides
Peregrine learnt long ago
that the best way to see a
destination is with the people
who live there. That’s why
they pioneered the concept
of employing local guides:
expertly trained, and with
in-depth knowledge that’s
invaluable. Want to know the
secrets of Tibetan Buddhism?
Where to find the best steak in
Buenos Aires? Your guide and
their connections will know.
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Small-Group Journeys

• Average group size is 10
(maximum of 16 people)
• Award-winning local guides
• E ffortless adventure
• E xceptional local experiences
• Quality accommodation

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Independent Journeys

• Your own private tour
• B ased on the most popular
group trips
• E xpert Peregrine guides
• Freedom and intimacy of a
private tour
• Choose your own departure date

Independent Experiences

• A range of ‘mini tours’ in key
stopover cities and attractions
• Depart every day of the week
• Designed for just 1 or 2 people
• Create your own holiday
• G ain an in-depth understanding
of a region
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The Sundowners Overland Experience
For over 50 years, Sundowners Overland has been crossing Asia from India to Europe and most
places in between, offering the most extensive choice of overland journeys across the region.
As the leading Trans-Siberian Railway, Trans-Mongolian Railway, Silk Road and the Caucasus
specialists, Sundowners Overland is dedicated to providing experiences and encounters of a

Experiences
These are not ordinary
holidays, but unforgettable
overland travel experiences
across Asia in the footsteps of
Genghis Khan, Tamerlane and
Marco Polo. Journeys provide
opportunities to experience
unique sights and activities.
Whether attending the Bolshoi
ballet in Russia or a Mongolian
throat-singing concert in
Ulaanbaatar, these are often
the highlight of the journey.

Dining
A range of meals are included,
depending on the TravelStyle
of your journey. The dining
car on the train is always a
focal point of life on board,
offering meals, snacks, drinks
and a place to relax and meet
some locals. There are often
local delicacies to purchase
at station stops. Off the train
there are restaurants in the
cities and the nomadic cooking
of Mongolia and Central Asia.

Guides
Sundowners Overland’s
extensive network of Local
Partners, Guides and City
Ambassadors ensures
travellers receive the service
and support they need when
exploring each destination.
Local Guides complement the
scheduled sightseeing, while
Ambassadors help to facilitate
city stays and unlock their
home cities so you can enjoy
them with greater freedom.
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Small-Group Journeys

• Fully Escorted Tours with
a Tour Leader
• E xperience tours without a
Tour Leader
• Comprehensive sightseeing
• 3 - and 4-star accommodation
• Group size maximum of 15 people
(on most tours)
• Full visa support

Independent Journeys

• Travel when suits you
• Choose from a range of itineraries
• City Ambassadors included
in some cities
• Accommodation can be customised
• 4 -berth accommodation on train
• 2-berth upgrades available
• Full visa support

Highlights
PEACE OF MIND

From your first enquiry,
the experienced team
of Travel Advisors, Tour
Leaders, Ambassadors
and Local Guides ensures
your journey is individually
tailored to your lifestyle and
travel preferences.
TRAVELLING SOLO

Travelling by yourself?
You certainly won’t be the
only one and you will not
be penalised. There are
no single supplements on
small-group journeys.
Tailor-Made Journeys

• Create your own dream journey
• Include sightseeing or Ambassadors
• No limit on travel time
or destinations
• Accommodation can be customised
• 4 -berth accommodation on train
• 2-berth upgrades available
• Full visa support

VISA SUPPORT

Sundowners Overland
provides all the necessary
official documents and visa
guidelines to visit these
incredible destinations.
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The Tempo Holidays Experience

With 30 years’ experience, Tempo Holidays knows how to highlight the jewels of Italy’s stunning
Emerald Coast. In five days of deluxe coach travel and staying in 4-star hotels, you will enjoy this
breathtaking area with the comfort and convenience of travelling with a group. The Emerald Tour
will introduce you to famous places such as Positano, Sorrento, Pompeii, Capri, Amalfi and Rome.

Experiences

Highlights
TRAVEL BACK IN TIME

Explore life in 79 AD Italy
at Pompeii. When Mt
Vesuvius erupted, it buried
Pompeii, leaving a mostly
intact city, and offering
incredible insight into
the past.

A stunning coastline,
gorgeous architecture and
ancient history make the
Emerald Coast the perfect
Italian destination. Explore
the dramatic cliffs, picturepostcard towns, sparkling seas
and cobbled streets from many
vantage points, while soaking
up the sun and atmosphere of
this most picturesque part
of the world.

Dining
Share in the best of Italian
cuisine at hand-picked
ristorantes and trattorias along
the Emerald Coast – often with
stunning views of this famous
coastline. Local seafood is
a must, with spaghetti alle
vongole (spaghetti with clams)
a favourite, but traditional
Italian cuisine and meal
options abound – all with
a glass of wine, prego!

Guides
Tempo Holidays knows Italy,
and their specialist local
guides know the Emerald
Coast inside and out. Offering
expert knowledge, superior
travel skills and a love of
journeys, your Tempo guides
are the perfect companions
to add insight and insider
knowledge to enrich your
experience in this stunning
Italian region.

COASTAL EXPERIENCE

Appreciate the dramatic
Amalfi Coast via
meandering village walks,
hearty hikes, on a bus
from town to town, or take
in the leisurely view from
a seaside cafe.
CHARMING VILLAGES

Clifftop Sorrento looks
over to Mt Vesuvius and
has fishing villages below.
Enjoy the views, as well as
the scent of orange, lemon
and olive groves.
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Captivating Cinque Terre Tour

• 3 nights’ accommodation in La Spezia
• 4 nights’ accommodation in
Monterosso or Levanto
• Cinque Terre Card
• Ferry Ticket: Return Portovenere
– Palmaria
• B us Ticket: Return La Spezia
– Portovenere

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Sicilian Explorer

• 7 nights’ accommodation
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Sicilian typical products tasting
• Transportation in car or minivan
with English-speaking driver
• Local English-speaking guides –
Syracuse, Villa Romana del Casale,
Valley of Temples, Palermo and
Monreale, Taormina.

Gastronomic Tuscany

• 4 nights’ accommodation in your
choice of hotel category
• Return transfers from Florence
• 3 cooking lessons with a
professional chef
• H alf-day excursion to Arezzo
• H alf-day tour of the Chianti
Classico Region
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The Tucan Travel Experience

If your idea of the perfect adventure involves colourful landscapes, incredible wildlife encounters
and meeting fascinating people, then Tucan Travel is right for you. With offices located around
the world in London, Sydney, Cusco, Toronto and Bangkok, Tucan Travel is an award-winning
adventure travel specialist with almost 30 years’ experience.

Dining

Experiences
Whether you are a seasoned
traveller or making your
international debut, Tucan
Travel Adventure Tours offer
a safe, sociable and hasslefree way to explore far-flung
destinations around the
globe. Choose from over 400
adventure tours to South
America, Central America,
Asia, Eastern Europe, Africa
and Antarctica.

Most breakfasts are included
on Tucan Travel Adventure
Tours, however generally
lunches and dinners are
not included, meaning you
can experience the best
local cuisine on offer. When
travelling on the Tucan
Travel Overland truck, most
breakfasts or lunches and
dinners are included.

Guides
All Tucan Travel staff are
carefully selected and trained
to ensure that you are in
the best hands, leaving you
free to sit back, relax and
enjoy your adventure travel
holiday. Your tour leaders
are friendly people chosen
for their great personalities,
passion for adventure travel,
invaluable local knowledge
and resourcefulness.

Highlights
VARIETY OF TRAVEL STYLES

There are four different
travel styles, including
Adventure, Overland,
Budget Expeditions
and Tailor Made.
29 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Their proven track record
allows travellers to book
with confidence, safe
in the knowledge they
are travelling with an
experienced tour operator.
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PASSIONATE TOUR LEADERS

Adventure Tours

• See a destination from a locals’
perspective
• Travelling by both public and
private transport
• 3 -star accommodation
• Average group size is 8–12 people
• Tour Leader and local guides
• Some meals included
• A variety of included excursions

Overland Tours

• Travelling on a high-quality,
custom-designed Mercedes-Benz
expedition vehicle
• A mix of camping and hotel stays
• Average group size is 15–24 people
• Most meals are included on
camping and travel days
• Tour Leader and driver assisted
by local guides

Budget Expeditions

• S pecifically designed for
18 to 35 year olds
• These tours are all about choice
and flexibility
• A mix of camping and hotel stays
• Most meals included when camping
and on travel days
• Plenty of free time to enjoy
optional excursions

An expert road crew is
especially important
in countries where the
language and culture is
very different. Tucan Travel
Tour Leaders are adept at
getting the very best out of
the destinations we visit.
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The Urban Adventures Experience

Urban Adventures offers day tours with a difference. In 126 cities across 84 countries, there’s
an Urban Adventure to suit everyone. This unique experience can be as short as a couple of hours,
or as long as a whole day, but in every case, you’ll get off the beaten path and really connect with
a destination, its people, culture and flavours to really see what makes a place tick.

Experiences

Highlights
TOTAL RIO TOUR

Join this full-day Rio de
Janeiro tour to see the
world-famous diversity of
Brazil’s second largest city.
Visit Christ the Redeemer,
spend time at a favela, and
ride on Rio’s last tram.
MEKONG DISCOVERY

See the agricultural
heartland of Vietnam. Boat
down the Mekong, visit a
bee farm, row a sampan,
snack on tropical fruit and
see how the people live.

On an Urban Adventure you
could be diving in Dahab,
discovering the craft beer
scene of Brooklyn, being
tempted by tasty tostadas in
Tijuana, lapping up the vibe in
one of Orlando’s most eclectic
neighbourhoods, brushing
up on history in Slovenia,
sandboarding the biggest
dunes of Florianópolis, or
spending an evening with
one of Mendoza’s top chefs.

Dining
Where’s the best place in
the world to get your nom on?
On an Urban Adventures Food
Tour! Tuck into barbecued ribs
and green onion pancakes in
Seoul, enjoy tasty tapas with
locals in Barcelona, warm
up with a hearty bowl of
goulash and crispy hot pretzels
in Ljubljana, participate
in a traditional Chinese
tea ceremony or dig into a
Ramadan feast in Dubai.

Guides
Urban Adventures runs on
the passion, enthusiasm,
dedication, and knowledge of
more than 800 local guides
worldwide. They will show
you the very best of the places
they call home and give you
the Best. Day. Ever. You’ll be
taken to all the local hidden
gems that are under the skin
and right in the heart of a
destination. All supporting
local businesses along the way.

An overview of day tour styles

CICCHETTI WINE TOUR
OF VENICE

Dose up on Venetian
culture through local food
specialties and regional
wines on this best-selling
tour. It’s the Italian way!
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Active

• Suit up – lace up
• Hike some hills
• B ike some trails
• Dive some depths
• P addle some tides

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Food/Drink/Beer

• E scape resort life and connect
locally
• E xplore laneways and bars
• Tuck into tasty street treats
• Sip wine at sunset
• E njoy colours and smells of
a local market

Private

• M ake your travel wish a reality
• B uild your own day tour
• E xpert local guides
• Great for solo travellers
• Great for small groups
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The Vodkatrain Experience

Aged 18 to 35 and looking for the adventure of a lifetime? Jump aboard with Vodkatrain to
discover the Trans-Siberian Railway and the Silk Road. Enjoy a unique experience as Vodkatrain’s
local Honchos introduce these fascinating destinations. It’s all about freedom and flexibility so you
decide what you want to see, eat and experience, paying local prices along the way.

Dining

Experiences
Travel the Trans-Siberian
and Mongolian Railways or
channel your inner Marco Polo
and follow the legendary Silk
Road overland. Vodkatrain
uses local transport so you’ll
meet the locals along the way.
Stay in a Mongolian nomadic
ger, go dog sledding in Siberia,
explore beyond the Great Wall
and Kremlin, even as far as the
Arctic Circle, and maybe see a
festival or two.

Vodkatrain leaves you to
choose what you want to eat,
and want to spend so you can
sample some borscht soup
in the dining car on the train
and dumplings in China and
don’t forget to try the mare’s
milk in Mongolia. There are
markets and bazaars to explore
in Central Asia where you can
nibble on nougat or devour
a plate of plov. You definitely
won’t go hungry.

Honchos
Your Honcho is young, fun,
energetic; your friend in a
distant city ready to share their
life with you for a couple of
days. They’re your local expert
and will make sure that you
have a great time and get back
on the train again! They’ll have
plenty of ideas or if you want
to do your own thing, they ‘ll
help with directions. Honchos
are available 9am to 9pm and
some stay out and party.

Highlights
GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

Travel all year round,
braving the Russian
winter or enjoying the
long summer nights of
Uzbekistan, with most
departures guaranteed.
SMALL GROUPS

Groups are limited to
15 like-minded travellers
or ‘Make Your Own
Adventure’ and travel solo.
Either way, you’ll be met
by local Honchos in each
destination.
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VISA SUPPORT
Small-Group Journeys

• Year-round departures
• 18-35s only
• Mix of hostels, gers and guesthouses
• Travel with the locals
• P ay the local price for sightseeing
• Fearless Foursome Bonus
• Full visa support

Make Your Own Adventure

• Travel when suits you
• Choose your destinations
• Choose your transfers
(if you want them)
• Choose your Adventure Packs
• Meet the Honchos
• No age restriction
• Full visa support

Why Vodkatrain?

• Freedom and flexibility
• Add-on to your adventure
in Asia or Europe
• W hy fly when you can
travel overland?
• M ake friends for life with
the Honchos
• S mall groups
• Guaranteed departures

Vodkatrain provides all the
necessary documents and
visa guidelines to get you
to these amazing countries
and not get stuck at a
border!
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© World Expeditions / Mark Tipple

The World Expeditions Experience

Tread lightly in the remote wilderness with one of the original small-group trekking and
adventure companies, World Expeditions. Embark on a life-changing experience into some of the
world’s most unique and culturally rich destinations. With more than 40 years on the trail,
World Expeditions offers eco-adventure holidays on all seven continents.

Experiences

World Expeditions prices
are all-inclusive. On most
trips their no-hidden-extras
pricing policy means there
is little need to pay for
anything during your trip.
REMOTE ITINERARIES

Be a traveller, not a tourist.
World Expeditions takes off
the beaten track seriously,
so their itineraries take you
far from the tourist trails
and into some of the
most remote corners of
the world.
40 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

Renowned as the trekking
specialists, World
Expeditions has pioneered
many exhilarating
itineraries led by legendary
adventurers.
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Want the freedom to choose
what you want to see, where
you want to go, and when
you want to travel? World
Expeditions can create a
tailor-made itinerary that
caters to your interests and
requirements. With flexible
departures and group sizes,
you won’t compromise on
quality and can be guaranteed
a stress-free experience.

Travel is so much more
than just the trip; it’s about
the people you meet. World
Expeditions’ expert local
guides will become your
friends through their care,
knowledge, professionalism
and personality. Many World
Expeditions guides have over
20 years’ experience and all
give invaluable deeper insights
into their homelands, making
your experience richer.

An overview of journeys and inclusions

Trekking in Nepal

• Private eco campsites
• Freshly cooked meals
• All inclusive
• 4 0 years’ experience
• Himalaya trekking experts
• Everest Base Camp and beyond
• A nnapurnas; Great Himalaya Trail

flightcentre.com.au/tours/companies

Larapinta Trail

• Australia’s iconic desert trail
• Guided or self guided
• Sustainable eco campsites
• Award-winning camp lounge
• Comfortable sleeping tents
• Hot showers
• Camp under the night stars

Types of activities

• Trekking and camping
• Cycling and mountain biking
• R afting and canoeing
• Charity challenges
• Wildlife safari
• Photography trips
• Family adventures

© Glen Walker

ALL INCLUSIVE

Guides

© Brett Boardman

Highlights

Whether you want to travel the
world by boot, bike or boat,
World Expeditions can take
you there! With over 40 years’
experience and some of the
most unique itineraries on the
planet, you can embark on a
remote itinerary that takes
you off the beaten track and
deep into a country’s heart;
experience the rich culture,
diverse wildlife and captivating
scenery, and do it responsibly.

 Customised
Itineraries

Be guided on
camelback through the
vast openness of the
Sahara Desert near
Merzouga, Morocco.

VOYAGE TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
Polar trips take you to the most remote parts of our world – terrains ruled entirely by Mother
Nature. See humpback whales and penguins playing in the untouched surrounds of Antarctica.
Be amazed by the magnificent natural wonders of fjords and the aurora in the Arctic.
The air may be cold and the environment harsh, but after getting your fill of the sights and sounds you’ll
have our luxury ships to retreat to. With passionate and knowledgeable leaders, your polar ventures will be
informative, exhilarating and most of all, life-changing.

ANTARCTIC EXPLORER
- 11 OR 12 DAYS
• This expedition offers the chance to
discover the best of the Antarctic Peninsula,
the last continent’s most northern region.
• You’ll be delighted by penguins, seals and
whales as they accompany you on your
journey along the Antarctic coastline.
• Landing on the continent itself is a
memorable highlight, where you’ll explore
the iconic sights that make this one of
the world’s most pristine, exotic and
unforgettable natural environments.
• Many voyage dates, ships and cabin
types available.

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA,
FALKLAND ISLANDS &
SOUTH GEORGIA - 20 DAYS
• Our most comprehensive Antarctica
adventure
• This trip is a penguin lovers dream. You
will probably see 6 species of penguins
including hundreds of thousands of King
Penguins on South Georgia.
• Visit albatross breeding colonies on the
Falkland Islands and experience the unique
hospitality of this British outpost in the
South Atlantic.
• Discover the old abandoned whaling station
of Griytviken in South Georgia, paying your
respects at the grave of the explorer Sir
Ernest Shackleton

SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER - 11 DAYS
• Uncover the incredible landscape of
Spitsbergen, from the quirky northernmost
city of Longyearbyen and brilliantly blue
glaciers like the ‘14th July Glacier’, to
stunning fjords and towering mountains
and cliffs
• Spitsbergen is your best chance of seeing
Polar bears of anywhere in the Arctic
• Experience the unique and memorable
sensation of 24 hours of sunlight
• Visit nesting cliffs at Alkefjellet where
thousands of breeding guillemots raise their
young

